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Building peace in 
war-torn countries 
By Mandy Tust 
STAFF WRITER 
A two-day policy conference 
at USD will bring together promi­
nent international figures, includ­
ing former President of the United 
States Jimmy Carter and former 
Costa Rican President Rodrigo 
Carazo Odia to discuss peacemak­
ing in the world today. 
Following the dedication of 
the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace 
and Justice, which took place on 
Wednesday, the policy conference 
"Peacemaking with Justice: Policy 
for the 21st Century," will begin. 
The conference will last Dec. 6-7. 
A multitude of world leaders, in­
cluding official and unofficial 
peacemakers, will attend. The 
main focus is to discuss how to 
build a peace inside war-torn coun­
tries that includes justice for pos­
sible crimes committed during eth­
nic or civil strife. 
The conference will include 
three plenary panels and several 
working groups. The plenary pan­
els will be large forums while the 
working groups will be small 
group discussions. 
The working groups will 
convene to discuss countries in 
various types of conflict. The 
countries to be focused on are The 
Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Nepal, Macedonia and Guatemala. 
Representatives from each of the 
four countries and representatives 
from the United Nations will at­
tend. 
Twenty USD students have 
been selected to observe the con­
ference first hand, while the rest 
of the student body will be able to 
watch the events live in Manches­
ter Auditorium and through USD 
TV. 
Neu said there are several 
goals of the conference but one big 
overarching aim. One of the main 
goals is to establish the Institute of 
Peace and Justice as a place to 
bring the fields of peace and jus­
tice together in education, schol­
arship and outreach. 
"The main substantive goal 
of the conference is to increase our 
knowledge of how we get more 
sustainable peace agreements 
through the incorporation of hu­
man rights in the peace process," 
she said. "The real dilemma that 
is fa^ed is how to bring peace and 
justice together." 
She said peace and justice are 
separate entities in terms of nego­
tiation and bringing the two to­
gether is difficult but important. 
The panelists in the first ple­
nary, "Challenges to Peacemaking 
with Justice." will be former Presi­
dent Jimmy Carter, former Presi­
dent Rodrigo Carazo Odia and 
Ahmedou Ould-Abdallah, execu­
tive secretary, Global Coalition for 
Africa. They will meet from 9:30-
11 a.m. on Thursday. 
The second plenary, "Du­
rable Peace Processes: Incorporat­
ing Justice in the Peace Process," 
Please see Dedication, page 2 
KYLA LACKIE 
Many students have wanted to see the Torero tradition for themselves as the Wed. night 
basketball tickets against SDSU were hard to come by. Torero sports like basketball and 
tennis are gearing up for a full season. Torero tennis has been going for quite some time 
now, check out the article in full on Sports page 17. 
Students continue to study abroad in a time of crisis 
Micah Dantice 
STAFF WRITER 
When terror struck New 
York on Sept. 11, 120 Univer­
sity students dealt with the 
tragedy in foriegn countries 
while studying abroad. 
For one student, Ruth 
Lance, a junior and Art Major 
at USD, the attack took place 
less than one week after arriv­
ing at Lorenzo de 'Medici Uni­
versity in Florence, Italy. This 
was her first experience living 
outside the United States. 
She would experience 
the greatest single tragedy in 
US history since the attack on 
Pearl Harbor in the company 
of strangers uncertain of the fu­
ture or of her ability to even 
return home, if necessary. 
When asked about her 
initial reaction to the news, 
Lance said, "It felt like I was 
watching a movie, it seemed 
unreal." 
American's were rallying 
behind the flag and political 
leaders set aside partisan dif­
ferences and took time to pray 
and sing The Star Spangled 
Banner. 
In contrast, school offi­
cials told Lance and her fellow 
students to keep a low profile 
and were issued recommenda­
tions not to leave the city. 
"I felt less involved al­
most isolated. Everyone in 
America was proud and unified 
Please see Undaunted, page 3 
Is Christmas a 
cash holiday? 
page 8 
Sports i I 
Play as a Torero on March Madness 2001 video game 
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The Vista publication is written and 
edited by USD students and funded by 
revenues generated through advertise­
ment and a student fee. Advertising 
material published is for informational 
purposes only and is not to be construed 
as an expressed or implied endorsement 
or verification of such commercial 
venues by the staff or University. The 
Vista office is located in the lower level 
of the University Center, room 114B. 
All inquiries should be sent to: The Vista. 
5998 Alcala Park. San DiegopCA 92110 
First copies of the newspaper are 
complimentary, all copies thereafter are 
25 cents charge. 
Opinions expressed in The Vista other 
than unsigned editorials are the opinions 
of the writers or columnists and not 
necessarily those of The Vista Staff. 
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to 
The Vista office. Letters should be 
limited to 300 words and must be 
signed. For identification purposes. USD 
ID numbers and writers year must be 
included in the letter. The Vista reserves 
the right to edit published letters. Any 
content sent to the editor will be 
considered for publication unless 
otherwise stated. 
Educational Opportunity gives 
students a chance to shine 
By Amanda Garcia 
STAFF WRITER 
By simply reading the plac­
ard on the door in Serra Hall, 
or hearing the full title of the 
program, students might as­
sume that the Educational Op­
portunity Program (EOP) must 
offer educational opportunities 
here at the University of San 
Diego. This is not true. As the 
EOP flier explains, "[this pro­
gram] is designed for students 
who have the potential to per­
form satisfactorily at the univer­
sity level but who, without the 
help of EOP, would be unable 
to realize that potential due to 
economic, cultural, or educa­
tional background." 
Mabel Tejeda, an employee 
in the Educational Opportunity 
Program office began as a stu­
dent after being accepted into 
USD. 
She is now in her third year 
of working in the EOP office, 
in addition to tutoring there. She 
explained that the program was 
created "to help incoming fresh­
men get into USD. Some fresh­
men might not have a high 
enough GPA or have scored 
very high on their SAT's or 
ACT's." 
According to the EOP offi­
cial statement, this program was 
created to "enroll in USD ca­
pable persons from ethnic mi­
nority groups and low-income 
backgrounds and make avail­
able academic support to help 
ensure their success as univer­
sity students." EOP students are 
notified of their acceptance into 
the program along with their ad­
mittance to the University. Stu­
dents are truly only part of the 
program for their first two years 
of college but some, such as 
Tejeda continue to remain in 
close contact, and are also pro­
vided with academic assistance, 
until graduation. 
The Educational Opportu­
nity Program does manifest it­
self in other ways on the USD 
campus. Executive assistant of 
the program, Cristina Gregorio, 
made it clear that this program 
Three finals don't 
have to be a pain 
t|P 
University of (San Diego 
By Erica Rucci 
STAFF WRITER 
As classes are coming to 
an end some students may 
just now be looking at their 
finals schedule... and pan­
icking. While some stu­
dents may be lucky enough 
to enjoy a couple exams and 
few papers as a way of 
rounding out their semester 
finals, the vast majority of 
students, at point or an­
other, realizes that one final 
exam at 10:30 am, one at 
1:00 pm and one at 3:30 pm, 
may just not be that fun. 
Currently USD has no set 
policy for avoiding the 
three-finals-in-one-day 
blues, however the admin­
istration does allow for stu­
dents to request from their 
professors to move a final 
if this catastrophe should 
happen. A recommendation 
for students is to ask now. 
The sooner the better when 
talking to professors, who 
also tend to be over­
whelmed during this time of 
year. 
Professors have a million 
things to do to in order to 
finish the semester sanely, 
therefore students should 
put in a request with all 
their professors who have 
poorly scheduled final ex­
ams, as soon as possible. 
This does not mean asking 
professors who have final 
exams scheduled on Friday 
morning to move it, just so 
you can bar-hop on Thurs­
day night. Legitimate re­
quests usually get legitimate 
responses. 
The wrong thing to do is 
to ask the day before, be­
cause usually professors 
have to make up separate 
tests for students taking ex­
ams on alternate days. 
Usually professors are 
pretty understanding as long 
as there is a good reason be­
hind the inquiry. Well-pre­
pared professors realize that 
in order for a student to per­
form well on an Astronomy 
exam, for example, they 
have to be thinking clearly; 
students coming from 
straight from a Christian 
Ethics exam and an earlier 
Management Science exam 
are not going to even know 
where Loma Hall is. 
One can usually take a fi­
nal with another class in that 
same subject, instead of in 
your section's time period. 
So if you haven't already, go 
to your professor's office 
hours and beg. 
can contribute to diversity on 
this campus and Michael Aus­
tin, the director of the program, 
keeps in contact with the United 
Front. 
Personal attention and indi­
vidual advising sessions are 
characteristic of this program. 
Austin conducts academic ad­
vising with EOP students as 
well as with other USD stu­
dents. Many transfer students 
receive this academic advising. 
This chain of support lasts for 
the duration of an EOP 
student's involvement in the 
program. One important thing 
that not many people realize is 
that the EOP office does not 
offer financial aid. EOP stu­
dents still must go through the 
financial aid office ip order to 
be considered for any type of 
financial assistance. 
"The main purpose of the 
Educational Opportunity Pro­
gram is to provide academic ad­
vice and assistance," Gregorio 
said. She also explained that 
EOP is a separate entity from 
USD undergraduate admissions 
but there is a working relation­
ship and partnership between 
the two offices. 
The EOP office staff believes 
that students not involved with 
the program may not realize 
how it impacts other USD stu­
dents. 
"The EOP office produces a 
'Road to College' booklet 
geared for high school stu­
dents," Gregorio said. 
By working with USD Un­
dergraduate Admissions, the 
Educational Opportunity Pro­
gram has an impact on new as 
well as prospective USD stu­
dents. These students will, in 
turn, constitute a part of the 
USD student body. Once stu­
dents are in the program, tutor­
ing sessions are mandatory. 
This same tutoring, however, is 
available to all USD students. 
Any students interested in re­
ceiving tutoring or participating 
in the EOP program are invited 
to come by Serra 202 or call ex­
tension 4330. 
continued from 
Dedication on page 1 
will meet on Thursday from 
11:20- 1p.m. The panelists are 
Sidney Jones, executive direc­
tor, Asia Division, Human 
Rights Watch, Pauline 
Tangiora, managing director, 
Southern Star Associates-
Opening the door for tribal 
peoples, Isabel Hilton, a jour­
nalist for The Guardian and 
The New Yorker, and John 
Packer, senior advisor to the 
High Commissioner on Na­
tional Minorities, Organiza­
tion for Security and Coopera­
tion in Europe. 
The third plenary, "Increas­
ing the Chances for Peace with 
Justice," will meet on Friday 
from 2-3:30 p.m. The panel­
ists will be Justice Richard 
Goldstone, chair of the Inde­
pendent International Com­
mission on Kosovo and former 
first chief prosecutor of the 
International Tribunals at The 
Hague and Arusha, Ancil 
Adrian-Paul, from Interna­
tional Alert in London, Tapio 
Kanninen, policy plan unit, 
from the Department of Politi­
cal Affairs, United Nations and 
Hlengiwe Mkhize, chair, repa­
rations committee, from South 
Africa's Truth & Reconcilia­
tion Commission. 
The dedicatory conference 
is a unique opportunity for the 
J.oan B. Kroc Institute for 
Peace and Justice to host peace 
efforts and negotiations. 
The institute opened this 
past fall after the $25 million 
donation by philanthropist Joan 
B. Kroc. The building serves 
the purpose of bringing to­
gether education, research and 
peacemaking attempts. 
"Everyone at USD is excited 
about the Institute because it's 
going to make USD and San 
Diego a center for peaceful 
ways to resolve conflict and to 
promote human rights," said 
public relations representative 
Liz Harman. 
Neu invited the guests who 
will be part of the dedicatory 
conference. She said she in­
vited people who have experi­
ence from a policy level con­
cerning human rights and jus­
tice. 
Neu worked at Emory 
University's Carter Center for 
eight and a half years and has 
been at the USD for over a year. 
She has been working in the 
field of negotiation and conflict 
resolution for twenty years and 
has been involved in mediation 
and international conflicts for 
the past eight years. 
"It is hard to evaluate 
whether or not peace efforts are 
successful," Neu said. 
Neu was with Carter when 
he lead mediations in countries 
such as Bosnia and Ethiopia. In 
1999 and 2000 she continued 
work that Carter began in 1988 
in Sudan and played a large role 
in a peace agreement between 
Uganda and Sudan. 
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Continued from Undaunted, pg. 1 
but we were not able to par­
ticipate in that." Lance and 
other USD students could have 
returned home, in fact three stu­
dents did return after the Uni­
versity sent a message that stu­
dents would be able to resume 
classes at USD if they regis­
tered by Sept. 21. 
Lance decided to stay, de­
spite the possible dangers and 
in the face of uncertainty. For 
Lance, it was a personal battle 
against the terrorists. With a 
Eurorail Pass in hand and the 
company of new friends she 
explored several countries and 
numerous cities. 
When asked why it was im­
portant for her to stay in Italy, 
Lance said, "You cannot live 
your life in fear. This semester 
has been one of the most won­
derful life changing experi­
ences of my life and 1 wouldn't 
let some terrorist take that from 
me". 
While the terrorists may 
have failed to ruin the experi­
ence and opportunity for stu­
dents who were already over­
seas, the attacks have given stu­
dents interested in studying 
abroad in the Spring something 
extra to consider. 
Martha Ponce, Foreign 
Study Specialist for USD, said 
that students are coming in with 
questions not commonly asked 
before Sept. 11 such as what 
would happen if a war breaks 
out? 
"Student are not so worried 
about terrorism as they are 
concerned about what they 
should do if something hap­
pens while they are abroad," 
Ponce said. 
According to her office, 
each school affiliated with 
USD has established contin­
gency plans for war or other 
emergencies. These plans are 
not new either; they are pro­
tocols that have been in place 
for years. 
When asked about the 
numbers of students applying 
for overseas studies in the 
Spring there is a significantly 
lower number of students 
compared to the Fall Semes­
ter. According to records in 
the Study Abroad Office, 88 
students plan to study in USD 
affiliated programs overseas. 
Ponce attributed the lower 
numbers to a slower economy 
more than fear of terrorism. 
Gina Distaso, who is a 
former exchange student and 
now assists Ponce in the study 
abroad office, emphasized, 
"Study abroad is safe and re­
warding experience." 
"Anyone who is able 
should take the opportunity to 
study abroad. There are al­
ways risks in life, but if we 
don't take them we cannot 
live life to the fullest," Lance 
said. 
New Year's celebrations 
necessitate precautions 
By Erica Rucci 
STAFF WRITER 
Despite the frequent secu­
rity warnings and decreased 
activity at airports and public 
places all over the nation, holi­
day celebrations are still 
planned. 
This New Year's Eve sev­
eral unique and diverse activi­
ties are available to San 
Diegans. 
Starting in the north, the 
Del Mar Fairgrounds' Surfside 
Race Place is hosting a "mara­
thon bash" of rock bands that 
include the reunited Psyche­
delic Furs, Dave Wakeling, 
Pink Froyd, Dave Mason, Su­
per Diamond, Wise Monkey 
Orchestra, Sticky Finger, Wild 
Child, and more. The venue 
is 21 and up, and tickets are 
$50-100. 
In North County is the 
Belly-up Tavern's Bash with 
the Rugburns. The Party is 
also 21 and up, and costs $35 
to get in. 
Downtown almost every 
major club is throwing a spe­
cial event. There will be a con­
cert at the Casbah, starring 
Convoy, along with guests like 
Lovelight Shine and The And/ 
Ors. Tickets for that event are 
$20. 
At the Old Globe Theater in 
Balboa Park, "How the Grinch 
Stole Christmas" is in its fourth 
year and still going strong. The 
San Diego Union-Tribune calls 
it "bracing fun for adults as 
well as kids". Their last per­
formance is on New Year's 
Eve. Tickets are $15-50. 
Despite all the nighttime ac­
tivities, some partiers may 
choose to stay in on this night, 
due to high risks of safety at 
this time of year. 
"San Diego is usually pretty 
responsible (as a whole) and 
there have been no real isolated 
incidents (in the past holidays) 
besides a couple areas of con­
cern," said San Diego Police 
Dept. spokesman Dave Cohen. 
He goes on to say the big­
gest concern is drunk driving, 
as it is on every holiday. 
One precaution is to have a 
designated driver wherever you 
go, or take alternate forms of 
transportation like the Trolley 
or a taxi. 
Amy Roban, a senior, 
agrees. "A $20 cab ride home 
is a lot better than a $ 1500 DUI 
fine, or worse," Roban said. 
Another precaution is to 
have house parties, so if 
partiers aren't fit to drive home 
they can crash at the house. 
Cohen also warns however that 
college students should be 
careful with house parties due 
to new laws such as CAPP. 
CAPP in the College Area 
Party Plan, set up by SDPD, 
that regulates house parties and 
imposes fines and other 
charges on house parties and 
noise violations in the college 
areas and beach areas. Stu­
dents could get their stereo 
equipment confiscated, or face 
fines up to $500. 
The second biggest concern 
for New Year's Eve is surpris­
ingly not illegal fireworks, but 
rather guns being fired in the 
air. 
"People don't realize that 
what comes up must come 
down, and people end up get­
ting really hurt," Cohen said. 
Being responsible is the key 
phrase during the holidays, and 
Cohen reiterates, "The law is 
still the law on Dec. 31. Don't 
become another statistic. It 
would be a terrible way to 
wake up the next day and start 
off the New Year in jail." 
Campus Watch 
11/29 -12/3 
Thursday, Nov. 29 Sunday, Dec. 2 
Olin Hall - Reporting party 
stated that she saw a man on 
his motorcycle damage a ve­
hicle. 
Campus - Reporting party 
stated that his girlfriend had 
been harassing him over the 
telephone. 
Parking Structure - A car 
parked on the top level was 
broken into and the CD player 
was stolen. 
San Juan - Seven stu­
dents were cited for minors 
in possession of alcohol. 
San Juan - While on a 
security check in the Val­
ley, an officer found that a 
TV cabinet in the resi­
dence hall had been van­
dalized. 
Mission's A- Eight stu­
dents were cited for minors 
in possession of alcohol. 
Saturday, Dec. 1 Monday, Dec. 3 
Mission's A - A student who 
was intoxicated was trans­
ported to Detox. 
San Miguel - Officers were 
requested to assist an RA with 
several students who were 
drinking and creating a distur­
bance. 
San Rafael - A student was 
cited for being a minor in pos­
session of alcohol. 
Parking Structure - Re­
porting party stated that a 
friend's white Toyota 4-
Runner was broken into. 
Camino Hall - Christ­
mas lights were reported 
stolen. 
Loma Hall - A non-stu­
dent reported falling and 
injuring themselves on 
stairs. 
Be a Superhero. 
BeanRA. 
Attend one of the following RA Information Sessions: 
» Becember 6® at 12:30p.m. in Serra 211 
• Becember 10* at 7:00p.m. in UC107 
• January 29* at 9:00p.m. in Palomar Lounge 
• January 29* at 9:00p.m. in Mission Crossroads 
Applications are now available in the Office of Housing and 
Residence Life located downstairs In Mission Crossroads, 
Room 125. Oue February 1,2002 by 5:00p.m. 
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'Dollnapers' strike at beloved golf doll 
U-WIRE 
"LiP Golf Guy" sat atop a 
window ledge in Mike Jarvis's 
office in Lentz Dining Hall. He 
sat there and looked on as the 
world went by. He sat not 
knowing what the future would 
hold. It was a golfer's life. 
No one ever suspected that 
the fat, middle-aged, easy-to-
get-along-with golf doll would 
fall victim to a kidnapping even 
once, let alone twice. But two 
and a half years ago, and again 
last month, the unthinkable 
happened. 
"They just walked in and 
took him," Jarvis said. 
It all started on a warm 
Spring morning in May 1999 
when Jarvis, then production 
manager of Lentz Dining Hall, 
received the first of many let­
ters concerning his missing 
golf buddy, who disappeared 
days prior. 
LiP Golf Guy had been kid­
napped, and the ransom de­
mands soon followed. 
"I didn't notice he was gone 
right away ... then the pictures 
started coming in," Jarvis said. 
The abductors' demands 
were simple: Candy. Working 
in the cafeteria, Jarvis had ac­
cess to the goods, and the 
thieves wanted a piece of the 
action. 
Jarvis sent candy along with 
a letter to the person or persons 
responsible. He told them he 
had footage that would incrimi­
nate the culprits, but to his cha­
grin, negotiations failed. 
The thieves then demanded 
Jarvis deliver the tapes to them, 
or else. When their demands 
were not met, weeks passed be­
fore the first of many pictures 
containing LiP Golf Guy came 
to Jarvis in the mail. 
In the first arrivals, LiP Golf 
Guy appeared to be lounging 
around an unknown house. It 
was a quaint little scene. The 
doll seemed safe. 
Over the next two years, the 
photos got more elaborate. LiP 
Golf Guy's travels were docu­
mented and sent to Jarvis. 
The golfer's first stop was 
the Big Apple, where the ab­
ductors made their rounds 
throughout the city, photo­
graphing the doll everywhere. 
From the airport to Times 
Square, LiP Golf Guy took in all 
the sites. He was pictured in front 
of the World Trade Towers, Ellis 
Island, a police car and at Broad­
way productions of "Cats" and 
"Phantom of the Opera." He vis­
ited the MTV studios and sat with 
clay audience members on the set 
of Celebrity Death Match. 
A jam session with world-re­
nowned celloist Yo-Yo Ma 
wrapped up the New York trip. 
Ma held LiP Golf Guy for one of 
the photos. He is currently a sus­
pect in the kidnapping. 
Weeks later, LiP Golf Guy was 
again taken to New York City and 
more photos were sent docu­
menting it. 
In the following months, the 
abductee was taken to Walt 
Disney World. It is suspected that 
he may have had fun. 
After visiting Florida, the cul­
prits took LiP Golf Guy to 
Mexico. He appeared to have all 
the booze he could drink in one 
of the photos. 
With beer and a half empty 
bottle of Jose Cuervo to his left 
and right, he sat content in his 
custom sombrero. 
After the party, his captors 
put him to work picking or­
anges. In the end, the labor 
was probably good for the 
plump golfer's health. 
The last stop on LiP Golf 
Guy's world tour was Min­
nesota. The doll was taken 
shopping at the Mall of 
America, where the 8-inch 
doll looked right at home in 
the Lego capital of the world. 
After visiting the Vikings' 
football stadium, LiP Golf 
Guy's kidnappers decided 
enough was enough, and the 
doll was sent home to Jarvis, 
who is now food production 
manager at Trueblood Dining 
Hall. 
LiP Golf Guy retired atop 
an antique dresser until 
homecoming weekend last 
month. 
At an SIUC homecoming 
party with several alumni, the 
lackadaisical doll was again 
kidnapped. 
Jarvis said the last he 
heard was that his buddy was 
on a plane to Austria. He still 
has no idea who may be be­
USD 
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October 30, 2001 
Sign up in 
Founders, Room 108 
M,T,Th,F,  8:30 a .m.-5:00 p.m.  
Wed. ,  8:30 a .m.-6:00 p.m.  
To walk-in register 
you must have a 
Registration Form 
SIGNED BY YOUR 
ADVISOR 
and 
PAYMENT or proof of 
financial aid 
S00-2C0UNCIL C0UNCILTRAVE 
* COSTA RICA TRIP STARTS AT $773. cst#i 008080-50 
PACIFIC BEACH - 953 GARNET AVENUE (Open Sat. 10am-5pm) 858 270-6401 
Prices include round-trip air, accommodations and may include ground transportation. Rates are subject to change without notice. 
All prices are based on airfare from nearest major gateway. Prices do not include taxes. 
Rd Representatives 
ujanted 
for neKt semester 
-Great experience 
-Good money 
-IJJork your outn hours 
Call the Uista at 
619-260-4714 
hind LiP Golf Guy's disappear­
ance, but suspects some of his 
colleagues know. 
Sarah Maddalozzo is one of 
the many not talking, and said 
she thinks the whole thing is 
funny. 
"I've known who it is for the 
past two months now," said 
Maddalozzo, a senior in el­
ementary education from Peo­
ria, III. 
Jarvis is not upset that the 
doll is gone and said he thinks 
it's better that he doesn't know 
where he is because it's all in 
good fun. 
Nonetheless, he keeps a 
photo album of all the places 
his friend has visited, which in­
stantly puts a smile on the faces 
of all who see it. 
He knows that the doll is 
safe and probably enjoying 
himself wherever he's been 
taken. 
"He's a world-wide traveler 
now; we'll let him go wherever 
he wants," Jarvis said. "He 
can't come home now. He'd be 
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OPINION 
End of semester teacher 
evaluations are ineffective 
By Sara Gonzalez 
STAFF WRITER 
In a perfect world, the course 
and professor evaluations we 
. students fill out every semester 
would eliminate the possibility 
of student dissatisfaction. 
Problems would be ad­
dressed at the end of every se­
mester and solved before the 
next semester begins. 
However, we don't live in a 
perfect world. 
USD's current system of 
evaluations offers little/no per­
sonal incentive to write a thor­
ough analysis at the end of the 
semester if the student does not 
intend to have another class with 
that professor. 
No personal benefit from the 
evaluation often results in little 
personal attention to the evalu­
ation. 
Ideally, students should have 
some type of way to let our pro­
fessors know if and when we are 
not understanding or agreeing 
with subject matter at any time 
during the semester. 
But talking to the professor 
directly can be particularly in­
timidating thing, especially at 
the beginning of the semester for 
a class that's graded subjec­
tively. 
Professors put quite a bit of 
thought into the preparation of 
their respective courses. In a 
class of 40 students, no one 
"Handing out the 
evaluations during the 
last ten minutes of 
class is hardly an 
adequate strategy." 
wants to be the one to come 
forth and criticize that plan. 
Fear of reprisal is powerful. 
In many cases it rules stu­
dents' behavior, as we bite our 
tongues, sigh inwardly, and suf­
fer silently through unpleasant 
disagreeable classes. 
Some professors take steps to 
reach out to students to solicit 
their feedback, even if the feed­
back is not positive. 
Business Negotiation Profes­
sor Dr. Craig Backacs includes 
in his syllabi a disclaimer, "It is 
permissible for me to become 
angry or upset with you (and 
vice-versa) without fear of re­
prisal." 
Though he may not change 
his mind, he will always hear 
your case and respect your will­
ingness to assert your position. 
For those that 
don't feel comfort­
able confronting a 
faculty member, a 
confidential mid-term 
evaluation may help. 
It could yield a 
more in-depth cri­
tique with realistic 
suggestions because 
the format of the class 
and its lectures are still fresh in 
the students' minds. 
When the class is still a real­
ity it changes the dynamic of the 
evaluation. 
Students can identify to their 
professors if and why they do 
not understand the material in 
enough time for the professor to 
address the problem. 
Students should also be per­
mitted to take evaluations home 
to give them considerable 
thought. 
Handing out the evaluations 
during the last ten minutes of 
class is hardly an adequate strat­
egy-
Most students scribble down 
a couple of trite notes: "great 
class", "too much homework", 
etc... before dashing out the 
door to enjoy their early dis­
missal. 
When we students are re­
leased from class early, often 
we're more concerned with 
leaving (to beat traffic, study for 
a next class, meet a friend, get 
to the cafeteria before the lines 
hit, etc.) than we are with pro­
viding constructive feedback to 
those who have enlightened us 
during the semester. 
Until we can revamp the sys­
tem, here are some helpful hints 
for the end of the semester to en­
sure your opinion is heard and 
your message gets across: 
1. Keep notes throughout the 
semester critiquing your profes­
sors (write it on the back on the 
syllabus if you just can't bear to 
maintain a separate sheet of pa­
per), so the evaluation can cover 
all classes, rather than just the 
most recent that are fresh in your 
mind. 
2. Make up vour own ques­
tions if you don't wish to ad­
dress the ones listed. "The 
questions [on the evaluations] 
aren't specific enough to yield 
any kind of substantial result," 
laments senior Erica Greco. 
Evaluations follow a stan­
dard format simply because 
they must apply to a large num­
ber of students/classes, but 
there's no need to limit yourself 
if you feel the questions to be 
too vague. 
Professors have to read quite 
of few of these things, so make 
it interesting. Perhaps your new 
question can address an issue 
that the current three questions 
may have ignored. 
3. Be nice. Phrase any criti­
cism in a way that the profes­
sor may learn from it. 
For instance, don't say, "I 
hate your class," but instead tell 
the professor why exactly you 
hated it and what could have 
helped you hate it less. 
Remember that all people are 
fraught, by nature, with insecu­
rities, and that includes even the 
most untouchable of professors. 
It is far easier to accept ad­
vice and criticism gracefully if 
it does not come in the form of 
an insult. 
USD students aviod eye contact at all costs 
By Russell DeCaprio 
STAFF WRITER 
What is it about eye contact 
that makes so many people so 
uncomfortable? It seems like al­
most everywhere I go these days, 
people are doing everything hu­
manly possible to ignore those 
that are outside their close-knit 
circle of friends. 
I can understand that perhaps 
some scenarios (2 a.m., dark al­
ley, large man, trench coat...) may 
not be the most conducive to 
making a friendly gesture to a 
passing stranger, but what about 
our own campus here at USD? 
Let me give you insight to 
where I'm coming from. I 
wouldn't characterize myself as 
an overly outgoing, cruise direc­
tor-type extrovert, but I would 
easily venture to say that I'm a 
pretty friendly guy. 
When I walk around on cam­
pus, I make it a point to look at 
each person that walks by. It's not 
so much a rule, just something 
that I like to do. 
When approaching a girl that 
I don't know, if she happens to 
look up before we pass each 
other, I'll flash a smile and, de­
pending on how long we've had 
the eye contact, the smile may be 
accompanied by a "hello" or 
"good morning" or something of 
the sort. 
Guys, on the other hand, are a 
completely separate issue. Where 
offering up a smile would be en­
tirely appropriate with a girl, 
guys have a very explicit man­
ner of communication mostly re­
stricted to a thing we call "the 
nod." 
Many girls have trouble with 
the institution of "the nod." In­
stead of wasting the time with 
meaningless greetings, a nod is 
an all encompassing greeting that 
simply says "I see you, I ac­
knowledge your existence" and, 
for an added bonus, "what's up?" 
I think it goes without saying 
that most people would never 
hesitate to call out the name of a 
close friend or even a casual ac­
quaintance from across the way 
just to say "hey." But what is so 
frightening about the people we 
don't know? Just because it isn't 
O-week or a fraternity-sorority 
mixer doesn't mean you can't be 
kind to those you're not familiar 
with. 
I just never cease to be amazed 
by how adamant people are in 
avoiding looking another person 
Most people will do anything to avoid eye contact EMILY PALM 
Eye contact and with a smile is a rarity on carhpus. EMILY PALM 
straight in the eye. something of extreme impor-
A few of the numerous tech- tance on the ground at the pre-
niques employed by both guys cise moment when passing some-
and girls include the finding one, the checking of the watch 
(that was already checked only 
moments ago) or simply staring 
straight ahead. 
I understand that sometimes 
we get so caught up in our own 
thoughts that the outside world 
does actually disappear, and we 
can pass right by our best friends 
without a single notice. 
I can also understand when 
people simply don't desire any 
contact from a passing stranger; 
I myself have had days where the 
last thing I want to do is talk to 
anyone about anything, even my 
close friends. 
But for those that practice this 
avoidance on a daily basis, my 
question becomes "Why?" 
We all know what a joy it is 
for someone to recognize that we 
exist, and especially to acknowl­
edge it with a smile. 
My challenge to everyone 
here in Torero country is that for 
the times when you aren't lost in 
thought or pissed off at the 
world, share a smile and a greet­
ing with the people that walk 
with you on your path through 
life. 
However, consider yourselves 
warned; if you do venture to try, 
you just may actually make 
someone's day... 
^ Thursday, September 27, 2001 OPINION The Vista 
Students question Financial Aid's ethics 
Incoming freshman drawn to USD by large offers 
By Kimberly Lubach 
STAFF WRITER 
Is there a problem with the 
way financial aid is operating 
at USD? 
Some students complain 
that Financial Aid issued 
them grants and scholarships 
in their freshman year, then 
decreased the offer in later 
years for unspecified or 
vague reasons. 
"I know a lot ofjuniors and 
seniors have seen a loss in 
their grant money," com­
mented Tim Dover, a student 
at USD. Dover said he lost 
over SI000 when the school 
"recalculated" his financial 
aid this year. 
Kristin Edelhauser, a jun­
ior, received a USD Scholar­
ship and a Dean's Scholar­
ship, based on academics, 
upon entering as a freshman 
at USD. 
She said that, at the end of 
her freshman year, she was 
shocked to learn that some of 
her money had been taken 
away for sophomore year, but 
she didn't do anything about 
it. 
"We got a letter in the sum­
mer with a new number and no 
explanation and we just let it 
slide," she said. 
When the same thing hap­
pened again last summer how­
ever, Kristin and her family 
didn't let it go again. "My mom 
petitioned the school and luck­
ily we got some of the money 
back," she said, but noted that her 
financial aid is still a couple 
thousand dollars less than what 
it originally was. 
Another junior, Will Kalenius, 
said that he chose USD as a 
freshman because of the impres­
sive financial aid package he was 
offered but, while tuition has in­
creased since then, Kalenius's fi­
nancial aid has not. 
"Freshman year my financial 
aid was half-tuition. Now it's 
only a third," he said. 
Kalenius said be is more dis­
appointed than upset: "I'm very 
thankful for my scholarship but 
it seems like it should change 
with the tuition." 
He added that he thinks some­
thing like this could be deceiv­
ing to incoming freshmen. 
Junior Megan Kelly said that 
while she only had to pay for half 
of her housing freshman year, 
now all the aid she has left is one 
academic scholarship. 
"They took away my other 
scholarship and my grant and 
instead gave me loans," she 
said. Kelly said that when she 
asked about her situation, she 
was told that she had been "put 
back in the pool", "re-evalu-
takes it away once they are al­
ready in. 
"For many students, finan­
cial aid is a determining factor 
in where they actually decide 
to go to school," commented 
Edelhauser. "I've known many 
people who've had to withdraw 
"The school reallocates the 
funds and gives freshman 
big offers to draw them in." 
ated," and that her need had 
changed. 
"We're actually putting one 
more person through college 
this year, I think that should 
mean my need has increased 
she said. 
When faced with the possi­
bility of a yet still decreasing 
financial aid package for her 
last year at USD, Kelly said, 
"I'm definitely concerned for 
next year. I'm absolutely 
scared." 
It seems that the University 
offers freshmen impressive fi­
nancial aid to get them to come 
to the school and then slowly 
from school after losing their 
financial aid. 
I think the school reallocates 
the funds and gives the re­
cycled money to new freshmen 
to draw them in. It's mislead­
ing for parents who are trying 
to put two or three kids through 
school at the same time," she 
said 
So, with all this evidence, is 
reallocating funds from older 
students to new, incoming 
freshmen a pattern at USD? 
According to Judith Lewis 
Logue, Director of Financial 
Aid Services, it's not. "That is 
not something that is in the 
University's policy at all," said 
Logue. 
"There are separate budgets 
for new and continuing stu­
dents. The budget for incom­
ing students varies each year 
and as a result the amount 
freshmen are given each year 
is different," she said. 
What is going on then? 
Logue said there are four 
reasons students' financial aid 
packages change each year: the 
family income changes, an­
other family member either 
enters or graduates college, cri­
teria for academic scholarships 
are not met, or the student sim­
ply forgets to renew his or her 
paperwork on time or at all. 
She added that everything 
about financial aid is explained 
in the consumer information 
and at orientation. 
Logue said that offer de­
creases shouldn't be a mystery. 
"Counselors are here to help 
students with their individual 
situations. I urge them to come 
in and speak with the counslers 
when they don't understand 
what has happened." 
Please see Aid, page 18 
IT'S ALMOST HERE.. 
A NEW HOUSING COMMUNITY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DLEGO 
AVAILABLE FALL 2002 MAJORITY OF ROOMS WILL INCLUDE FOUR SINGLE-RESIDENT BEDROOMS, 
TWO BATHROOMS, AND A FULL-SIZE KITCHEN. 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT ALCALA PARK 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW IN 
STUDENT AFFAIRS (UC 232) AND 
THE OFFICE OF HOUSING AND 
RESIDENCE LIFE (CROSSROADS). 
INTEREST SESSIONS 
DEC. 11 TH 
DEC. 12TH 
1:00 PM, CROSSROADS 
4:30 PM. UC 104 
CALL X8969 FOR DETAILS 
...MAKE SURE YOU ARE. 
The Vista OPINION Thursday, December 6, 2001 
Infomercials appeal to America's laziness 
By Jim Bailew 
STAFF WRITER 
I remember the first 
infomercial I ever saw. I was 
about six years old and every 
Sunday morning I would get up 
early and go watch cartoons. 
On one particular Sunday 
morning, I scampered down­
stairs in my Winnie the Pooh 
PJ's and turned on the TV in 
hopes that 1 would get to see the 
coyote finally catch that damn 
roadrunner. 
Filled with frenzied anticipa­
tion, 1 waited for the raw ani­
mated violence that is the cor­
nerstone of any healthy child­
hood. 
But instead of my beloved 
cartoons, something else was on 
TV. It was a commercial. A 30-
minute commercial. 
This confused me. I had 
never seen a commercial this 
long before, and I ended up 
watching the whole thing hop­
ing that Wile E. Coyote would 
be right around the corner 
munching on some roadrunner 
stew. 
Needless to say, I waited in 
vain. 
The point of this little anec­
dote is to show you how things 
used to be. 
I had no idea what an 
infomercial was at that point in 
my life. 
But today, I can't turn on the 
TV without being bombarded 
by failed supermodels and ex-
TV dads trying to get me to buy 
some sort of crazy gadget. 
Ron Popeil, entrepreneurial 
genius, was the king of the 
infomercial (A.K.A., the "wow, 
I never knew I needed this use­
less piece of crap, until now!" 
half-hour TV spot). 
He was responsible for bring­
ing us the Ronco Food Dehydra-
tor, Popeil Pasta Maker, and the 
Ronco Showtime Rotisserie. 
Imagine what life would be 
like today without the conve­
nience of homemade beef jerky. 
Wow! Homemade beef jerky! 
Since Ron began his quest to 
convenience the nation, the 
infomercial has switched its fo­
cus. 
In Ron's heyday, the 
infomercial was used to sell 
food-related goods. 
Well, apparently America 
bought a lot Ron's stuff, because 
we are one of the most obese 
nations in the world. Accord­
ing to the Journal of the Ameri­
can Medical Association, 37.9 
percent of Americans are seri­
ously overweight. While we 
were all busy eating homemade 
pasta and cooking chickens on 
an indoor spit, Ron Popeil was 
cashing in on our love of the 
quick and easy. 
Ron, you sneaky bastard. 
Now, there must be a solution 
to the problem of obesity in 
America. There has to be a way 
we can reach the masses with a 
program-long message that will 
address the problem of our ex­
panding waistlines. 
Well, I can't think of any bet­
ter way to get the public's atten­
tion than with more 
infomercials! 
But this time, instead of sell­
ing things that make us all 
pudgy, let's sell stuff that coun­
teracts our portliness. But what­
ever we do, we have to make it 
convenient. 
Behold! The electronic ab­
dominal workout! No longer do 
you have to actually put effort 
into anything you do. You can 
types of ab-shockers being 
hocked on TV infomercials. 
There is the AbTronic, Ab En-
ergizer, and the Rio Ab Belt. 
These devices are single-
handedly making sit-ups obso­
lete. 
It is important for people to 
be healthy, but that's not what's 
motivating people to spend 
money on things that look like 
the WWF title belt hooked up 
to a car battery. 
Infomercials won't help you loose this beer gut. 
IAN HUGHES 
workout from the convenience 
of your couch without ever hav­
ing to put down the mozzarella 
sticks. 
By using electronic muscle 
stimulation (EMS), these de­
vices are fastened around the 
waist and deliver jolts of elec­
tricity to the abdominal muscles, 
giving the abs a workout with­
out you having to actually sit up. 
Finally! I don't have to par­
ticipate in my own life anymore! 
There are currently three 
In the image-obsessed world 
we live in, we are doing just 
about anything we can to try and 
fit the mold of the "perfect 
body," including hooking our­
selves up to machines that ma­
nipulate our bodies into think­
ing we are actually moving 
around. 
There is something inher­
ently soulless about having a 
machine mold your body for 
you. Not even getting to take 
part in your life and letting a 
machine do the work for you is 
dehumanizing. 
Are we just pieces of meat? 
Have we reached a point in hu­
manity where life has gotten so 
easy that we don't even have to 
do the simplest of tasks on our 
own? 
Convenience is great and all, 
but I think we've become a little 
obsessed with the quick fix. 
Isn't it a lot more satisfying 
to go for a run and feel the wind 
in your hair than to sit on the 
couch and get repeatedly 
shocked by your girdle? 
If you feel like you're a bit 
out of shape, change something 
in your life. Go for a run. Eat 
more fruits and vegetables and 
stay away from the chicken in 
the caf. Seriously. 
You shouldn't eat the 
chicken. Ever. And most im­
portantly, if you do decide to 
start a workout routine, do it for 
yourself. 
And if the infomercial seems 
too powerful to ignore, remem­
ber Wile E. Coyote. He was al­
ways sending away for some 
sort of crazy contraption to help 
him catch the roadrunner and it 
always backfired on him, usu­
ally sending him off the edge of 
a cliff, only to meet the jagged 
rocks on the canyon floor with 
a thud. 
I'm not saying that all 
infomercial products will send 
you flying off a cliff on rocket-
powered roller skates, but I'm 
pretty sure that most of them 
will. 
Letter to the Editor 
Wicca is not witchcraft 
First of all I would like to clarify one thing. I am not a witch. I 
am Wiccan. Also, I saw the Harry Potter movie, and while I scoffed 
at the people wearing wizard robes and witch hats, I also found the 
movie to be cute and enjoyable. Witchcraft is seen everywhere to­
day in popular culture, from literature to television. However, there 
are acutally people who incorporate majik into their lives. Notice 
that I have spelled magic with a "k" to distinguish it from magic 
tricks." 
As a Wiccan, I am tired of the bad rap we get due to the "media 
witchcraft." Wiccan is, in fact, considered to be a pagan religion, 
but not all pagans are Wiccan and not all Wiccans are pagan. Some 
Wiccans incorporate "mainstream" faiths into their belief system. I 
choose not to follow the teachings of Christianity, but I believe in 
it's merits as a faith. I am not "evil." 
Wiccans do not have "powers." We do not cast "spells," rather 
we cast energy (or power from the Earth). Wicca focuses mostly on 
meditation and unity with the Earth and all the elements. Wiccans 
follow two ideals that state that any energy sent out comes back on 
you three-fold, and that energy can be sent out for any purpose, so 
long as it hurts no one. Also, Wiccans do not believe in altering the 
course of things. 
There are a lot of misconceptions surrounding Wicca. There is 
no black and white magick. Some people harness energy for good 
and some do not. But Wicca focuses on harmony and love, and not 
hexes and curses. Also, do not confuse Wiccans with Satanists, in 
our faith there is no Satan, only personal intent. I hope this insight 




The Vista is looking for weekly 
columnists, opinion writers 
and satirists. 
For more information contact the Vista at 
(619) 260-4584 or stop by UC1146. 
^ Thursday, December 6, 2001 The Vista 
AFTER SCHOOL SPECIALS 
Danger lurks at USD 
Vista's "Crime Report" reveals the most deadly locations on campus. 
By Ian Hughes 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
USD is not known for its 
violent crimes, but we at the 
Vista like to include the Public 
Safety Crime Report in every 
issue. Many of you have no­
ticed that it does not only in­
clude crimes (of which there are 
few), but it includes worker, 
faculty, and student injuries. 
The name of the column finally 
changed in the last issue to 
"Campus Watch," but the 
legacy remains. 
A shocking pattern emerged 
rather quickly one day when a 
staff member was reviewing 
past reports. 
Injuries didn't just occur 
once or twice in random loca­
tions, but at specific spots scat­
tered about campus! This 
groundbreaking research led us 
to compile a list of spots that 
should be avoided at all costs. 
The highest incidence of 
crime occurs in the Valley and 
accordingly, they are not im­
mune to injuries. 
USD had a skateboarding 
accident, a slip/fall down stairs, 
stomach pains, a smashed fin­
ger and even a burning right 
side in the Valley. 
None of you can compete 
with the Maher student who 
passed out while taking a 
shower and blocked the drain, 
flooding the whole second floor 
of the residence hall. 
The "Virgin Vault" also had 
its share of mishaps. Fog ma­
chines set off fire alarms and 
spider bites caused a vicious re­
action. 
A faulty microwave caused a 
short circuit in the H-shaped 
dorm, and parents even got in 
on the fun. One girl's mom 
called Public Safety to report a 
sore throat. 
The number-one spot where 
most people injure themselves 
is on that metal grate on the 
north side of the main fountain. 
Though students have known 
about this for years, the injury 
rate keeps rising. Be careful. It 
has been known to jump out at 
girls with tall heels on. 
The Kroc Center, though 
new, has already seen its share 
of "crime." One person slipped 
down the stairs there one week 
in October, only to slip and fall 
down the stairs in Serra the next 
week. This article will be of no 
use to that person, and they 
should avoid walking anywhere. 
Aromas, besides being 
haunted, has harbored its share 
of fondlers. None had been 
caught until last week when a 
fondler was seen at the Law Li­
IAN HUGHES 
Think of our best friend, your mother, your significant other and your sister- one of them has fallen 
victim to the grate. According to a recent Vista poll, one in four members of the USD community 
has slipped on this precarious, embarrassing trap. 
brary and later apprehended by 
Public Safety. 
There have been errant re­
ports of fondlers in the past, 
however, so be careful. In or­
der to identify possible 
fondlers and/or exhibitionists, 
please heed this warning: keep 
your pants on, and if you see 
someone with their pants off, 
then you can call Public Safety. 
Note to Public Safety: Watch 
out near Crossroads during fi­
nals week. In the past, there 
have been large amounts of 
nude men running rampant 
throughout the area with not 
much more than socks on. On 
second thought though, which 
one of you would want to book 
them? 
Recession, long lines and a "Bah Humbug" greet holiday consumers 
Fashion Valley 






lines and a 
parking crunch. 
decided it wasn't worth it. 
Try hitting the shopping 
malls. The noise that echoes 
throughout Fashion Valley just 
makes me want to get out of 
there as fast as I can, or shop 
with earplugs. 
I told my mother that she 
was crazy when she asked me 
if I wanted to go with her into a 
toy store. There's no way you'd 
ever get me to go into a store 
with screaming kids, crying ba­
bies, registers ringing and all 
the sounds from all those toys. 
Then there's that long line 
of kids who all want to have 
their picture taken with Santa 
that just so happens to be smack 
dab in the middle of the mall 
so there's no way of getting 
around it. 
They sure do spend a ton of 
money finding a "real" looking 
Santa. Back in my day, mall 
Santas had fake beards and 
stuffed bellies. The Santa that I 
passed in Fashion Valley looked 
really close. Maybe it was re­
ally him. 
On top of all this mess, ev­
eryone is so stressed this time 
of year. With all this shopping 
to do, money becomes a big is­
sue. It brings on all that pres­
sure of feeling that you have to 
buy a gift for every single per­
son you know. 
If we really are in a recession 
shouldn't businesses be forced to 
lower prices to sell their prod­
ucts? There are so many presents 
to buy and with very little cash 
in your checking account. And 
no one wants to be seen as a 
cheapskate so one gift could get 
rather pricey. 
Wait until it becomes time to 
receive gifts. I have a general 
rule to not open any gifts in front 
of my relatives. I can't hide my 
facial expression. I know you 
should be thankful for gifts but 
sometimes money is the best 
universally loved gift. 
Getting around San Diego is 
a mess. Brake lights are the only 
festive decorations you will see 
on the freeway. Instead of "rush-
hour traffic" it becomes "all day 
long traffic." There is no good 
time or bad time to leave your 
house because anytime you 
choose, you'll run into jam. 
The December weather is 
usually marked by cold wind and 
rain which makes the roads slip­
pery. Wet roads are another de­
lay because people in San Diego 
do not know how to drive, and 
when you add water to the roads 
everyone slams on their brakes 
and cruises at a nice 20 miles an 
hour in a 65 mile an hour zone. 
Now it takes me 30 minutes 
to get to work instead of 15. 
Speaking of work, I have one 
word to describe it-money. 
School will be out soon and its 
time to work full-time. 
I can already tell that the holi­
day season is near at my work 
because sales rise tremendously. 
I work at Starbucks. I provide 
caffeine for people who have a 
long day of traffic and shopping 
ahead of them. And when it rains 
the whole world wants a hot 
chocolate. 
Now that it's getting to be that 
gift giving time, our retail sales 
go up. Everyone wants coffee 
beans, and they want them 
ground, and it's a gift, but they 
have no idea what type of ma­
chine their friend has, so how am 
I supposed to grind the beans 
appropriately? 
Then they want their gifts 
wrapped. Do we look like we 
have gift-wrapping available? So 
I do my best to use what we have. 
Last year, I wrapped 40 gifts in 
a row. Would you like me to wrap 
that latte up for you too? 
Along with 
all this jolliness 
is pure chaos. 
This season 
brings tons and 







begins the day 
after Thanksgiving with tons of 
special sales at unusual hours of 
the morning. 
I went to Circuit City this 
year for their early bird sale. The 
doors flung open at 7 a.m., and I 
was there in line, waiting to get 
in. People were shoving and 
pushing to get everything they 
could. It looked like some type 
of relay race. 
I couldn't help but laugh. As 
the line at the registers grew, I 
People will argue that win­
ter is the best time of the year. 
A warm spirit is in the air no 
matter what holiday you cel­
ebrate. Gingerbread lattes or hot 
chocolate, jolly carols, presents 
and Christmas trees, Santa 
Claus and much more can be 
found everywhere around this 
time. 
By Kristina Levit 
STAFF WRITER 










Here's a conundrum for you. 
If the 'Canes website says that 
doors should open at 5:30 p.m. 
for the Nikka Costa show why 
should 100 people have to wait 
in line outside the venue for an 
hour and a half while the band 
takes their sweet time with 
soundcheck? Oh, don't look at 
me, I'm looking for an answer 
too. 
By the immediate visual ac­
count of the crisscrossing pit of 
cables and boards haphazardly 
covering the stage, the Costa 
crew probably wasn't expecting 
of her guitarist for "So Have I For 
You." Costa exalts a thick coat 
of pure soul and colorful rhythm. 
She looks and acts sexy and 
young in a way that's not only 







Glenn Tilbrook and Heather 
Eatman 
Belly Up Tavern 
Nov 28 
The crowd didn't exactly turn 
up in droves for Glenn Tilbrook's 
San Diego stop at the Belly Up 
last Wednesday. Tilbrook, how­
ever, didn't seem to mind. In fact, 
he seemed to flourish. 
The 40-something, former 
member of new-wave band 
the limited room provided by 
'Canes small stage area—thus, 
the wait. By the reaction of the 
welcoming clan of fans it looked 
as though the wait was easily for­
gotten. 
7:17 p.m. Still setting out cute 
little water bottles for opener 
Miranda Lee Richards. 
7:28 p.m. End of Richards' 
first song. 
7:29 p.m. Verdict: A little bit 
country, a little bit arena pop, a 
lot of shyness. Richards has a 
long way to go before she's com­
fortable on stage, let alone enter­
taining. 
8:39 p.m. Costa sashays 
onstage with skin-tight red pants 
and four-inch heels in tow. 
Final count: Eight women in 
the audience who dyed their locks 
red (presumably in honor of the 
red-haired Costa), innumerable 
cables ratted into a knot onstage, 
one dirt-covered fan yelling cat­
calls at Costa in between songs 
(in her milky voice she replied 
with, "I know, honey. It's ok"), 
two backup singers, a drummer, 
a bassist, a guitarist, three multi-
instrumentalists and only one 
Nikka Costa. 
Costa is the Tasmanian Devil 
onstage—a blur of red hair, 
squealing high notes and sex. 
Most of the hints of rock riffs 
were lost in the transition from 
her album, "Everybody Got Their 
Something" to the stage, but to 
no detriment. Costa hit her knees 
in a grinding version of "Like A 
Feather" and squelched a convul­
sive vocal breakdown in support 
Squeeze, was the epitome of pro­
fessional entertainer (even if he 
didn't look it). Tilbrook, clad in 
tennis shoes, jeans and a 
wrinkled t-shirt, fed off of the 
fandom of the folks in the front, 
poking fun and drinking heartily 
while he played jumprope with 
his guitar cord. His warm voice 
lends nothing but jovial approval 
to his thick acoustic guitar 
tinkerings. 
Tilbrook easily glides through 
acoustic guitar solos, letting the 
audience into the secret that he 
is in fact just as comfortable on 
stage as he is on his living room 
couch, and he looks it. Accent­
ing his lyrics as only the musi­
cally-inclined English can, 
Tilbrook marched through the 
dew-glistened land of acoustic 
chord-pop, sounding a bit like the 
Beatles in contempo-style. 
The singer-songwriter re­
hearsed and then enlisted the au­
dience in the role of backup vo­
cals for the witty "Half of the 
Battle," threw in some lounge act 
bravado for "When the Hangover 
Strikes" and pleased the longtime 
fans with a crisp version of 
"Some Fantastic Place." Tilbrook 
performed in a spastic ritual man­
ner akin to a vigorous daily ex­
ercise routine: eyes closed, hand 
spastically strumming and feet 
restlessly pacing about the empty 
stage. Tilbrook was a solo romp 
through the brilliance of what 
pop should be, even if he hadn't 
combed his hair since his last 








Solid guitar work. Question­
able vocal range. Substantial per­
cussion employment. Disputable 
lyrical talent, especially regard­
ing the topic of women. A little 
bit Better Than Ezra, a little bit 
Toad the Wet Sprocket, USD's 
homegrown Somewhere,in Be­
tween has a long highway to 
traverse before they crash into 
musical maturity, but they're 
showing signs of life. "Message 
from your TV" casts a witty lyri­
cal light on television viewing, a 
welcome break from the "walk 
the tight rope of love" lyrics of 
"Made Up Girl." Unfortunately, 
the album sounds a bit like six 
individuals playing six individual 
instruments. When the boys fig­
ure out how to play together on a 
recording, not only will the songs 
stop sounding eerily similar, but 
they will hopefully learn to un­
leash that inner passion that 
seems to have been bogged down 
somewhere in the process. 
—Caley Cook 
Starsailor 
Love Is Here 
[Capitol] 
-7.5-
Stringing together starkly na­
ked lyrics and dressed-to-the-hilt 
melodies, Starsailor's Love Is 
Here is an intense study of musi­
cal curvature—looping guitar 
riffs, strategically placed pauses 
and yearning crooners that just 
can't help but return to the dis­
appointments of their youth. The 
vocals of James Walsh crack and 
peel under the weight of a cold 
winter day the band's U.K. 
homeland. Thorn Yorke rings 
more than a Jittle bell here. "Poor 
Misguided Fool" uses its strong 
lyrical play and thick arrange­
ment to stand tall among its 
albummates. Starsailor's music is 
less about the subjects of their 
songs and more about the si­
lence—like they're stuck in a 
performance of "Waiting for 
Godot," Starsailor can't help but 
suspend play at chosen intervals, 
the pauses are written into the 
script. Like many of the greatest 
musical artists, the encompassing 
feelings of Love Is Here subtly 
surround the topics themselves 
leaving the listener curiously an­
gry at whatever monster would 




Waking Up To Us 
[Jeepster] 
-7-
Belle and Sebastian are idio­
syncratic, to be certain. The 
Glasgow, Scotland seven-piece 
happily effaces everything mu­
sic-industry and still easily 
crashlands amongst the world's 
most followed cult-acts. The 
band originally formed for vocal­
ist Steven Murdoch's college 
music-business class, with little 
expectation of staying together. 
With the success of fheir debut, 
however, they reconsidered their 
plans. The band releases the 
three-song EP, I 'm Waking Up To 
Us, in the wake of their 2000 full-
length, Fold Your Hands Child, 
You Walk Like a Peasant. The 
Handsome Devil 





Coming at ya, straight outta 
Orange County, it's Handsome 
Devil with their major label de­
but, Love and Kisses from the 
Underground. They're coming 
out "Smoking cheap cigars and 
drinkin' beer like piss" as the 
lyric from their single "Makin' 
Money" announces. 
This frenzied foursome are 
the prodigies of Lit guitarist 
Jeremy Popoff (who produced 
the album with Ed Stasium and 
Handsome Devil). 
You only have to listen to 
the album for about, oh, 1 don't 
know, two seconds to see the 
similarities between Hand-
KEN SCHLES 
Handsome Devil, are true Lit prodigies. From left to right, bassist 
Darren Roberts, vocalist Danny Walker, drummer Keith Morgan 
and guitarist Billie Stevens. 
only damning quality that I 'm 
Waking Up To Us possesses is 
that it's simply too short. Begin­
ning with the title track, the al­
bum is decidedly upbeat in its 
melody and lyrical recreation— 
utilizing string arrangements that 
would make the Royal Philhar­
monic jealous. With a little Loui­
siana jam-band quality horn and 
bass that is rarely found in Brit­
ish acts, the band marches 
through the "I Love My Car." 
"Marx and Engels" finds vocal­
ist Steven Murdoch quietly 
sneaking up on the microphone, 
wiping away the innately defen­
sive response that most people 
have towards anything labeled 
delicate. 
-Caley Cook 
some Devil and Lit. The me­
lodic choruses and bouncy gui­
tar riffs scream out "we're re­
ally punk, but we'd really like 
you to give our record a listen 
and tell us what we could 
change to make it marketable 
to the lowest common denomi­
nator of music fans, mister 
record executive, sir." 
The sound on the album just 
seems a bit too over-produced. 
There are hints of life in songs 
like "Hard Living Clean" and 
"Tie Me Up," but it feels like 
the band never really got to let 
loose in the studio. 
—Jim Ballew 
I 
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(at least for winter break) 
•W 
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Its a few days after Christmas, 2 p.m., andp 
you're sleeping soundly. You slowly wake up, 
wonder how much time you have before your 
mom forces you out of bed, and anltnkling of 
an idea enters your semi-consciousness: 
"Should I be doing something productive 
with my time off?" 
By Tania Jabour 
OPINION EDITOR 
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Christian fellowship is bound to take up most of Matt Nault's 
(pictured directly below) winter break. He says he'll also throw in 
a little snowboarding for more fun. Dr. Karma Lekshe Tsomo 
(pictured at bottom) has plans to travel the world. She will talk at 
the Mahapajapati Nuns College, the first 
nuns college in Thailand. 
If you're like 
many students, you'll dis­
miss your idea as evidence that 
you're not thinking clearly—you must 
need more sleep. You roll over and keep snooz­
ing. But there are many people in the USD commu­
nity who have more extraordinary plans for their win­
ter break. 
Some students are planning on traveling and par­
ticipating in seminars and coursed all over the world. 
Some will be conducting major research projects. 
Many professors will be busier than they are during 
the semester with research work, traveling, teaching 
classes and writing for publications. 
"Extraordinary" doesn't necessarily mean interna­
tional travel or award-winning research. Some of the 
USD population are doing extraordinary things sim­
ply by spending what time they have with their fami­
lies and friends. 
Dr. Karma Lekshe Tsomo is an assistant professor 
of Theology and Religious Studies at USD. An 
American Buddhist nun practicing in the Tibetan tra­
dition, she is secretary of Sakyadhita: International 
Association of Buddhist Women and helped found 
eight education programs for Himalayan women in 
India. She has edited a number of books on Women 
in Buddhism. 
What are your plans for the winter break and 
Intersession? 
Over the winter break, I plan to go to Honolulu 
and hopefully to Molokai to visit my brother, who's 
in charge of water purification on the island. It's very 
sparsely inhabited with a lot of Hawaiian culture and 
history, and I haven't visited it before. 
My brother has a fishing boat. Of course, I 
wouldn't want to! harm any living creatures, but I 
would like togo onthe boat, because sometimes you 
get to see whales jsnd all kinds of things. Then, I'm 
planning to go to Taiwan to help make plans for the 
7,h Sakyadhita International Conference on Buddhist 
women. 
Can you tell me a little bit about the conference? 
It will be held at Huafan University and the theme 
is "Bridging Worlds," so we'll be talking about bridg­
ing cultures, wofld religions, Buddhist traditions, gen­
erations, contemplation and social action, and theory 
and practice. 
This is the seventh in a series of conferences on 
Buddhist women in the last 15 years, which have been 
instrumental in working for gender equity in Bud­
dhism. We bring women and men, monks, nuns and 
lay people from all 
over the world for 
one week of discus­
sions, meditations, 
chanting, and small 
group discussions. 
So it's a very 
grassroots movement, 
with very important 
cultural communica­
tions. 
Then I'm planning on going 
to Thailand," where I will give a talk 
at the Mahapajapati Nuns College, which is the first 
nuns college in Thailand. That's another important 
step in the advancement of Buddhist women in the 
world, and I like to go in and encourage tl 
study programs. 
Then I'll go on to Bangladesh. Ba 
country with one percent Buddhist pdpiijaUpfi 
they're struggling to preserve their Buddhist neritage. 
So I will give some talks there and help them set up a 
Buddhist studies center for women, and I'll meet some 
monks and nuns and lay people and see how I can 
help them. 
Do you know\vhat topic you '11 bespeaking on yet? 
Oh, what should I speak about? How about "Are 
the Buddhist scriptures sexist?" 
Tammy Cochran is a cook at the Torero Grill. She 
has been working for USD for three years. 
What are your plans for Winter Break? 
I'm going to spend Christmas with my two kids, 
Michelle and Calvin, 12 and nine years old, and my 
husband. It's going to be nice and quiet; first we're 
going to.stay home for Christmas, and then we might 
go to Palm Springs for a couple days just to hang out. 
My husband's in the navy. 
Are you keeping your fingers crossed, hoping he 
won't be shipped off? 
Well he's on the ships, so he's not going anywhere, 
unless something really drastic happens. 
Matt Nault is a senior who's a 
member of Mortar Board, 
the Alcala Club, and Uni­
versity Ministry. He's a 
third-year R.A. and is 




What are you go­
ing to be doing over 
the winter break? 
I'm going to be re­
ally busy. Well, I hate 
using the term busy 
because anybody can 
be busy and not really 
be doing anything. So 
I'd say I'm going to be really 
involved, doing ftkipgs that I c 
sider worthwh$R^J 
The Dec. 20-24ITl be going to Mammoth to 
go snowboarding»^tyitH my friends. For Christmas, 
I'll be at home in Ocean Beach with my family. I 
have three little sisters, Sarah, 11, Jessica, nine and 
Hannah, two. They're just amazing; my family's re­
ally tight, and Christmas is huge for us. 
On Jan. 1, I'm going to Utah, where I get to be the 
public speaker for a Christian Youth Conference. It's 
drawing Christian kids from Southern California to 
Utah for snowboarding and incorporating Jesus Christ 
with that, and just spreading the gospel. 
What is the conference called; what organization 
is it? 
It's put on by Campus Life, which is a national 
organization for high school youth. They go on high 
school campuses, and through group leadership they 
organize "clubs" on different weeknights. A lot of 
kids who go to public high schools wouldn't other­
wise have a youth group, so it gives them a place to 
talk about Christianity. 
That brings us up to Jan. 4, where I will either go 
to Colorado or go back to Tahoe to do more 
snowboarding. You can tell I love snowboarding. I've 
been doing it for eight years, and I've instructed for 
two. It's my way of being close to nature, and it's 
communal. I go with my friends and we have a good 
time up in the mountains. 
Jan. 15-161 got asked to be the head leader for the 
eighth grade retreat at Sacred Heart Academy of 
Ocean Beach. They basically said, "Here Matt, here's 
the retreat. You tell us what resources-you need. It's 
in your hands. We have a site in the rnountains, what 
do you want to do with it?" ^ v 
I'm excited because I've been involved with lots 
of retreats, but I've never had one of my own. I'm 
looking at ministry when I graduate—it's amazing 
for me. 
Interspersed through all that, I'll be doing an in­
ternship at The Flood, a big ministry at College Av-
ejfrte Baptist Church. I'm not Baptist, but thaler-
vices really hit me. I really feel served there, so 1 
emailed my resume with a request to just fina out 
what his secret is. He was impressed with me, so we 
made a lunch date. I've been praying about this, and 
when I got to the meeting, he said, "We've been pray­
ing for someone like you. We're going to bring you 
right in and you're going to be in charge of big 
projects." 
I'm so excited. I thought I was going to be at the 
bottom of the totem pole, and I'm going to start ap­
plying things that I'm really hot about through this 
huge church that has massive amounts of mo­
mentum. I'm getting pulled right up into 
that—I' ingoing to be a part of that 
positive motion forward. So 
I'll be busy with that on top 
of everything else. 
1 
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The Doctor is in 
This week Dr. Love takes on boredom, labels and gaseous emmisions 
POLO CHAVEZ 
Actors Anonymous crew takes 
on the 'issues' in "Pterodactyls" 
By Caley Cook 
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR 
Catching the director of a show in the midst of his first tech­
nical rehearsal is not the best theatre etiquette. It is, however, 
exactly what 1 did to Michael Dondanville, who is the student 
director of this fall's Actor's Anonymous show, "Pterodactyls." 
Dondanville is hurrying "Pterodactyls"—which is directed, acted 
and put on by USD students—through its last stages of prepara­
tion, a responsibility made harder by a small production staff. 
"It's been tough because there isn't much of anyone, besides 
my actors, who are excited about working on a show right now 
but that's how USD is, I guess," Dondanville said. "Finding 
people, as far as technical work has been concerned, has been 
difficult. Today is the first day of [technical rehearsal] and it's 
the first day I've gotten anybody to show up and say I'm inter­
ested in doing this." 
Marques Cook, who will play Arthur Duncan in the play, has 
been working hard to fit acting into his teeming senior year at 
USD. 
"The biggest thing is time," Cook said. "We all have a hard 
time finding a time to meet but it's come together. I'm really 
excited about it." 
"Pterodactyls" will be the first full-length play that Actor's 
Anonymous has put on and it isn't what most would consider a 
timid, run-of-the-mill living room comedy. The play follows the 
rather dysfunctional Duncan family through some trying times, 
and tackles some tough issues along the way. 
"This show represents so many aspects of my life and what I 
have gone through. Being able to do this show is like a way for 
me...to be able to share certain experiences that people 
have...and show people, look, these things do happen and we 
need to be a lot more aware," Dondanville said. "If anything, I 
want people to walk away and be.. .moved by the reality of the 
whole show." 
Despite Dondanville's aim to educate and move the audience 
through the reality of the show, he is also realistic about the con­
troversy that may be caused by the sexual, drug-related and vio­
lence-tinged issues that surround the play. 
"I know there's going to be people who see [Pterodactyls] 
and they're going to say, 'whoa, this is USD, we shouldn't be 
doing stuff like this,"' Dondanville said. "We're living in the 
year 2001 though and its time that people understand that stuff 
like this happens. I think this play focuses on a good majority of 
them that no one ever thinks about or takes into consideration. A 
majority of the minority." 
The actor says he's never dealt with such a dysfunctional fam­
ily as he and his fellow thespians portray, but he acknowledges 
the importance of talking about them none-the-less. 
"I hope that people will get [from the plav] that they can feel 
comfortable talking about these kind of issues. They are present 
and they are real," Cook said. "There are a lot of things that 
might seem offensive, but that's not the point. The point is to get 
across that comfort level." 
Dear Dr. Love, 
What do you do when one 
of your prof's is totality hot? 
Any advice? 
-Straight A Student 
Dear Staight A Student, 
Are you talking about be­
coming the teacher's pet or 
having the teacher pet you? 
There is nothing wrong with 
pursuing more than lecture 
with your professor, let me 
make that clear. 
However, if you wish to 
have your cake and eat it too, 
make sure that if you decide to 
date, you are no longer in his/ 
her class. 
It would be a shame to tar­
nish your great record becasue 
of a break-up. 
Dear Dr., 
I went out on a double-
date with a friend the other 
day. 1 ate all my food and my 
friend only took two bites out 
of her salad. Do you think my 
date thinks I'm a pig? 
-Well Nourished 
Dear Well Nourished, 
No! Absolutely not. As long 
as you did not try to steal the 
fork from your date's mouth, I 
would say that you're in good 
standing. 
A number of factors can 
limit a persons appetite on a 
date, including not being hun­
gry! 
It is not healthy to assume 
that your date likens you to a 
filthy animal for merely eating 
a standard "American" sized 
dinner. 
Mr. Lova Man, 
I've been calling this girl 
for a couple of weeks and I 
can't seem to get past "hello." 
Ok, so I'm having trouble 
with "hello." As soon as she 
picks up and says, "Hello" I 
get nervous and hang up. 
What if she doesn't want 
to talk to me? What if she 
wants to know how I got her 
number? How do I get to 
"hello"? 
-Heavy Beathin' 
Dear Heavy Breathin', 
Listen friend, listen good. In 
a situation like this, you must 
assert yourself. A connection 
cannot be made it you don't 
speak! So-talk. 
Talk about anything. Hulk 
Hogan, jazzercise, hobbits-they 
are all good. If you are random 
and sporadic, perhaps she 
might think you are 
spontanious. 
If you get as far as an expla­
nation for how you got the dig­
its, by all means, be honest. It 
is your best shot. 
Dear Doc 
My boyfriend isn't really 
my "boyfriend." He never 
asked me out. He never even 
mentioned a relationship. But 
we see each other all the time. 
I've spent nights over 
there. He has spent nights 
over here. Technically are we 
still courting? Do we need to 
make it official? 
-Love Without A Label 
Dear Love Without a Label, 
It seems quite apparent that 
you feel the need for "it" to be 
official. 
Since this could possibly be 
a symptom of bad communica­
tion, for the sake of your rela­
tional non-relationship, voice 
your concern. 
However, try to understand 
why you feel the need for a la­
bel. If you enjoy each-other, 
shouldn't your satisfaction be 
enough? 
What I am saying is that per­
haps labels, all labels, are best 
left on the items at your local 
grocer. 
Doctor Love, 
Me and my man have been 
going together for a couple of 
months. We are better friends 
than we have ever been. He 
says he's getting bored. 
Not bored with the rela­
tionship, just bored. He says 
we have fallen into too much 
of a routine. How do we go 




I have just the solution for 
you two. I know what you 
want. You want to recreate the 
courting scene in the "Naked 
Gun" (the beach). 
So...live it up. Something 
like going to "Lips" may be too 
drastic for your guy. 
Perhaps going to the zoo, 
feeding each-other chunky 
monkey, or riding a tandem 
bike together may be more his 
pace. Ease into it, and before 
you know it, your boredom will 
soon manifest into complete 
uncertainty. 
Dear Doctor Luv, 
I'm having trouble getting 
over a guy I thought was "the 
one." 
We are still in friendly con­
tact, a few long distance 
phone calls and regular e-
mails, but I'm thinking 1 
should cut contact for now to 
let me get completely over 
him. Is that a bad idea? 
-Sleepless in the Vistas 
Dear Sleepless In The Vis­
tas, 
If your friendly contact is 
not a friendship, cut it off. Is 
the one really the one, or do we 
really just settle on who works? 
If your not being fullfilled, 
friendship or not, cut it off. It 
is too much energy, and too 
much money in phone bills to 
spend on an "almost was." 
You never think you'll meet 
someone quite as good as the 
one that got away, but you will. 
At the risk of sounding corny, 
you will one day meet a per­
son that will be an answer to 
your prayers. 
Their presence alone will be 
enough to keep your head in the 
clouds for days. 
Whether or not that God­
send is "the one" is another 
question. There is another one 
out there. So move on young 
lady. 
Doc, 
I farted in bed and it woke 




As farting is a completely 
natural function of the body, I 
am all for it—so rip it up. 
However, is it the noise, or 
the smell leaves you reluctant? 
If it is noise, try to let a little 
out at a time. 
This may make you grimace 
in pain, but it is a well known 
fact that holding it in can dam­
age your duodinum. 
If it is the smell that troubles 
you, simply stash some Glade 
spray under your pillow. 
But If the smell makes one 
wonder if a you have eaten 
stuffed cabbage, use the afore­
mentioned method in conjunc­
tion with some mentholatum 
rubbed over your body. 
Not only will you not notice 
the smell, but you will also take 
preventive measures against 
decongestion. 
Lastly, and this is key, if the 
noise is loud enough to wake 
you up and it smells like cab­
bage, do a combination of all 
these methods. 
As a natural human, these 
methods should lead you to­
wards better health and defi­
nitely a more peaceful nights 
rest-solo or with someone else. 
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Would James Bond 
have a conscience? 
Pitt and Redford give ladies of 
all ages an eyeful in "Spy Game" 
By Erica Rucci 
STAFF WRITER 
SONY PICTURE CLASSICS 
Just what the doctor ordered: There is nothing better to combat the holiday glee than a 
kinky psychological thriller. "Audition" looks at the fallout of an interpersonal relationship gone 
very bad. 
All's fair in love 
and masochism 
By Megtiann Sweeney 
STAFF WRITER 
£e"feelings of loneliness 
ever consumed your thoughts, 
weighing down your spirits as 
you sit around the house 
dreaming of finding that per­
fect partner? 
Well, the Japanese horror 
flick "Audition" will have you 
singing a different 
tune, modifying your 
perspective by accen­




thriller starts off slow 
with an innocent 
opening consisting of a little 
Asian boy carrying a box of get 
well soon gifts to his dying 
mother in the hospital. 
It then quickly lapses ahead 
seven years after her death, fo­
cusing on the boy Shigehiko, 
now sixteen, and his father 
Shigehasu Aoyana, forty-two. 
Their living situation is 
happy, but something is miss­
ing... a mother. 
In a thoughtful talk with his 
dad, Shigehiko casually men­
tions that Aoyana is not getting 
any younger and should find 
himself a girlfriend. 
Taking this suggestion to 
heart, the lonesome father de­
cides, with the help of his 
friend Yoshikawa, to put on an 
audition for a nonexistent 
movie, providing him with 
thousands of eligible young 
women from which to choose. 
When sorting through the 
plethora of profiles, Aoyana be­
comes enamored with a 
twenty-four year old ex-balle­
rina named Asami Yamasaki 
whose hip injury abruptly 
ended her only enjoyable activ­
ity, writing: "It was like accept-
The blood, guts, and gore 
then follow in a barrage of 
vivid imagery that is surely go­
ing to leave you feeling dis­
gusted and queasy, cringing as 
each progressive picture cli­
maxes to the mother of all 
scenes that makes "Hannibal" 
seem like fairy dust. 
The intensity of the last 20 
minutes may possible stunt 
Making "Hannibal" seem like a fairy 
tale, the barrage of gore in "Audition" 
will leave you cringing and uneasy. 
ing death." 
This woman's depth and 
beauty is only exceeded by her 
seemingly obedient nature. 
After many nights of talking 
over lavish dinners and expen­
sive wine, Aoyana is convinced 
that this is the woman for him 
despite her inconsistent past. 
After accepting his proposal, 
Asami catches wind of Aoyana 
having a son and a deceased 
wife causing all hell to break 
loose. 
What seems to be an inno­
cent, obedient, virginal woman 
turns into possessive, pain-in­
flicting, she-devil. 
She must have Aoyana all to 
herself, living by the theory, 
"Words create lies. Pain can be 
trusted." 
your growth! 
Near the end the unraveling 
of the mysterious, sordid past of 
the ballerina entails; leaving 
Aoyana an outlet of Asami's dis­
placed aggression. 
Although the first hour of the 
movie is slbw, it leaves the au­
dience in tortuous anticipation 
of latter events, and shocks them 
beyond their wildest expecta­
tions. 
This is a must see movie for 
viewers who are looking for sick 
and twisted entertainment, but 
be sure to be prepared, for this 
film is not for the faint of heart. 
"Audition" opens Friday at 
the Landmark Cinema in 
Hillcrest. It is rated R for 
graphic violence and graphic 
sexual violence. 
3y uame" raises the question, how far would you go for a 
friend? What if he was incarcerated in a Chinese prison and 
had 24 hours to live? Okay, that might be a little on the extreme 
side, but that still doesn't stop Nathan Muir (Robert Redford). 
In this buddy-buddy adventure directed by Tony Scott, the 
acting is seamless, the story is thoughtful, and despite some 
obvious commentary about the corrupted CIA, the message is 
not one we haven't all seen before. 
Played by the natural, Muir is the typical CIA veteran that 
still wears a tweed sports coat to work while his colleagues 
wear black silk power suits. He remembers the glory days of 
the CIA, mostly in the 70's, where there seemed to a real cama­
raderie among the agency. 
Now, as the film points out, the CIA seems to have slipped 
into becoming nothing more than a tool for the government to 
make money. Sounds like the film industry. 
Inevitably, everything is more high-tech, causing little room 
for personal relationships and friendships in the field. As Muir 
puts it, the countries are basically at war over who can have the 
most "toaster ovens." 
As Muir's clock is ticking (he has one day till retirement), 
we find out that so is Tom Bishop's (Brad Pitt). Bishop, played 
so innocently by Pitt, is a young, former protege of Muir's, 
with high ideals. 
When captured by the Chinese, the U.S. government has 24 
hours before his execution, to decide whether or not to bail him 
out. This is where Muir's "old school" methods go to work, 
outsmarting the "big dogs" at the CIA, and scheming a secret 
worldwide operation. 
While "Spy Game" may seem like a simple Hollywood nar­
rative, the film is thoughtful enough along the way as many 
underlying plots and complex relationships unfold. 
Set in 1991 at the end of the Cold War, the film still reso­
nates with the current situation of our country. You can't help 
but relate to the movie's overwhelming sense of concern and 
drama in times of turmoil. 
The movie shows more behind-the-scenes footage of what 
really goes on in the CIA in times like these, and gives the 
movie a sense of realism, rather than overloading scenes with 
typical spy-movie car chases and explosions. 
"Spy Game" does have its share of thrills. Redford gives 
such an easy, classic performance, right down to his perfectly 
sly smile in the face of danger. 
With his charismatic personality and one-liners, I wonder 
why he wasn't the James Bond of his time. 
Already dubbed, "the playboys of their generations" Redford 
and Pitt split their screen time graciously. Told almost entirely 
in flashbacks, we get to see Bishop eerily become more and 
more like Muir and Muir become more and more like the wist­
ful, aging big brother watching his younger one score touch­
downs at his old alma mater. 
"Spy Game" leaves you with an underlying sense of pride 
and hope for the "greater good." It's a little over two hours, but 
the film never allows for boredom. 
With such fast-paced scenes, good-looking characters, and a 
strong message, "Spy Game" is a Bond film for the next mil­
lennium: slick yet sensible. 
Redford, who directed Pitt in "A River Runs Through It" is 
still the object of many women's desire. The camera loves him. 
Unlike the glowing effect shown recently in "The Last Castle" 
Scott refrained from shooting the aging star with filters. His 
wrinkles are on full display throughout the film. 
Even a silly Vietnam flashback shows a present-day Redford 
with sideburns. He doesn't lose the cracks in his face but he 
sure can grow the chops! 
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Holiday 
spending can 
be a lesson for 
many students 
By Sharon Evans 
STAFF WRITER 
The main dilemma many students will 
face this holiday season is buying gifts 
for loved ones, paying off bills and still 
having enough money to eat. 
What should students do to manage 
money? Or get more of it? 1 was think­
ing of panhandling in front of the UC dur­
ing lunchtime, but then I figured that it 
might put a damper on my social life. 
Another idea might be to pawn off 
some of my worldly belongings, sell my 
hair, and maybe even a paper or two. 
• Now on a more serious note, students 
do need to pay bills and they do need to 
survive another holiday season. First 
things first, pay off the debt. There is 
nothing worse than credit agencies 
knocking on your door during the holi­
day season. Plus your parents will be 
impressed by your responsibility. 
Second, your parents and friends re­
alize that you are a starving student strug­
gling to make ends meet so they will not 
be expecting fancy jewelry, big screen 
TV's or anything else that would burst 
your budget. My friends know all I ex­
pect is to be placed first in their will and 
have access to all major credit cards; you 
know, the little things in life. 
Many students feel the pressures of the 
holidays in more ways than just their bud­
get. 
"There is no parking at the mall! Sad 
that we think of the holiday in terms of 
shopping days," said Sherri Matthews, a 
junior. 
Yes, it might be a shame that we think 
of the holiday in shopping days, but while 
you are out there, you might want to no­
tice the many holiday offers. Neiman 
Marcus has a great little deal for you. 
They will give you free valet parking if 
you spend a mere S100 at their store, or 
you can spend $ 10 to park there. 
It actually is not a bad deal if you con­
sider the hell of parking. Fashion Valley 
Mall is so crowded that it takes an esti­
mated 20 minutes to find a spot. Within 
those 20 minutes, you'll be guaranteed 
to be cut off three times, almost get into 
two collisions (or maybe that is just me), 
and you'll definitely be flipped off more 
than any other time of the year! Fa-la-
la-la-la! 
Continuing down the candy cane of 
financial debt, Freshman Emily Davis 
will not save any money by not buying a 
Christmas tree. 
" I love Christmas, but when I went 
shopping for a Christmas tree and had to 
pay $60 for a dead plant, a little bit of the 
Christmas spirit left with my money," 
Davis said. 
The Christmas tree is like a twig on 
steroids, but it does seem ridiculous to 
spend that much money on a dead plant. 
But it brings many people joy so hey, 
once a year indulge yourself. 





Malls like Fashion Valley are packed full 
during the holiday season. 
can do to make the time pass without too 
much financial difficulty. We can get cre­
ative. That is one of the greatest things 
we have going for us. 
One of the most advertised options this 
year is to buy online. This can be a great 
resource for people on a tight budget be­
cause shoppers can get discounts that 
they couldn't possibly find in any store. 
The only downfall is that if you want to 
get it to your friends or family on time, 
you have to shop early. 
A suggestion for the tiniest budget 
would be to give your friends used gifts 
in hopes that maybe they won't notice. 
I'm just kidding 
A very popular gift for students is cou­
pons. Give your friends and family cou­
pons of kindness like cooking dinner, 
cleaning, or doing laundry. Good service 
is hard these days so have your friends 
do it instead. 
Many parents are big fans of getting 
homemade gifts for the holidays. In their 
eyes, there can be nothing better than a 
Martha Stewart creation from the heart. 
You may not be a great painter or even 
an artist, but try something besides arts 
and crafts, try making a CD, a collage, 
or whatever you think would be fun for 
who you're making it for. 
Those are some ideas for gifts, but this 
year try to be original without going into 
debt. Remember that Christmas is not 
about the gifts, trees, holiday carolers, 
Santa Claus, or even giving. If you do 
not know why we really celebrate Christ­
mas than maybe you should try picking 
up a Bible and finding out why 'Tis The 
Season! 
KIMBERLY LUBACH 








New Year's Eve 
Happy 
Holidays 
From the Vista Staff 
CloMtiCed/ 
Fraternities • Sororities • 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising 
event. Does not involve credit card applications. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)-923-3238, 
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com 
Campus rep/market­
ing intern needed to 
flyer campus and help 
with on-campus mar­
keting. Compensation 
is 50% off a test prepa­
ration course. Call 
Eva at The Princeton 
Review, 858-558-0500 
#1 Spring Break Vaca­
tions! Cancun, Ja­
maica, Bahamas & 
Florida. Book early & 
get free meal plan. 
Earn Cash & Go free! 





Mon.-Fri. 4-8, Sat. 9-3. 




Looking for a roommate? Have something to sell? 
Place a classified in the Vista. It is VERY affordable. 
619-260-4714 
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You'll have to either rent or buy March Madness 2001 to find out if Andre Laws really has his tattoos in the game. PHOTO CREATION BY CHAD WILSON 
Play as USD in March Madness 2001 
By Erin Toohey 
STAFF WRITER 
You can coach, play and take 
control of the USD men's bas­
ketball team this year. All you 
need is a PlayStation. 
March Madness 2001 for 
PlayStation has 150 NCAA 
men's teams and 16 women's 
teams. USD is one of the men's 
teams available to choose from. 
The game uses real statistics 
from the 1999-2000 basketball 
season. The USD record for that 
year was 20-9, ranking USD 
104 out of the 150 teams. 
The game also uses actual 
University players. Although it 
does not list them by name, it 
uses the appropriate numbers for 
players from that season. Matt 
Delzell (# 14) was a freshman; 
Andre Laws (# 12), Tom 
Lippold (#24) and Tyler Field 
(#40) were sophomores; and 
Cameron Rigby (# 15) was a jun­
ior. 
Matt Delzell, now in his jun­
ior year, has never played the 
video game although people 
have told him about it. "It's 
pretty cool," he said. "I should 
play it because in real life I am 
short and white; maybe the 
game will make me big and bet­
ter." 
Andre Laws, now a senior, 
has never played March Mad­
ness 2001 either. "My little 
brother plays it all the time," he 
said. "He plays as me and my 
team." Laws also said that it is 
surprising for him to be on a 
game. 
"It is something you always 
want as a kid, it's something you 
dream about," he said. Laws 
said that the game is also some­
thing great to take home and 
share with his family as memory 
of his college success. 
Tom Lippold, also a senior, 
has not played the game like his 
other teammates, although he 
has watched his friends play it 
and says it is fun to see them use 
USD to compete against other 
teams. 
"It's cool to have people 
walk up to me and say 'Hey, I 
played with your team on 
PlayStation,"' said Lippold. 
The game is good publicity 
for the University, allowing any 
PlayStation user to choose USD 
as their playing choice. "I think 
it can help the University if 
people play it," says Lippold. 
"They will take notice of USD." 
The magic of video games is 
that anything can happen. "We 
played very well that season," 
says Delzell, "We should have 
played in the post-season." In 
March Madness anyone can 
take USD to play the post-sea­
son and it's the person with the 
control who determines if USD 
will win. 
"People act like it's my fault 
when USD loses on the video 
game," laughed Lippold. "Then 
when they do well, they act like 
I had something to do with it." 
Chargers have a knack for ruining seasons 
By Jake Fabozzi 
SPORTS BUFF 
The Chargers. What can you 
say really? The San Diego... 
Super Chargers! Well, while 
this was once the mantra of 
Chris Berman, this phrase is 
now used only by the few die­
hard fans left in this city (those 
of you out there, please raise 
your hands) and, of course, by 
Berman himself, though now 
the term is used mockingly. 
Well, while I am sure that no 
one raised their hand I would 
like to delve further into the 
mystery that is the Chargers and 
possibly raise some points that 
bother me the most. 
The Chargers have the rather 
spectacular ability to make any 
team, even the wayward Chiefs, 
look like overwhelming Super 
Bowl-bound teams. This espe­
cially holds true if it is late in 
the fourth quarter and the Charg­
ers are up by only a few points. 
It is in these situations that any 
quarterback can look like Joe 
Montana, bravely leading his 
team downfield in an unstop­
pable, offensive blitz. 
Mike Riley. Need I say 
more? Okay I will. Possibly— 
no without a doubt—the single 
most passive head coach in all 
of professional football. I have 
seen pastors more animated at 
saying grace. Now, I don't be­
lieve that the Chargers need a 
ranting, raving, semi-lunatic 
(i.e. Bill Cowher, Pittsburgh 
Steelers head coach) but some­
one with some cajones! Look 
at Jon Gruden (Oakland Raid­
ers head coach) he is the per­
fect combination. He gets an­
gry when the situation calls for 
it and is passive when it doesn't. 
Look at the Raiders record 
also, 8-3. Sadly, 1 believe that 
Gruden may have taken a les­
son from Riley this week, as the 
suddenly surging Cardinals 
squeaked by the Raiders with a 
last minute game winning field 
goal by Bill Gramatica. 
What I am trying to say is 
that the Chargers don't need a 
college coach, nor do they need 
a Cowher. What they need is 
someone who is willing to put 
his heart and soul on the line, 
someone who, when a player 
fumbles, he feels it necessary to 
apologize to the coach because 
he knows he has let him down. 
San Diego needs a winner. 
Point #3: Where's the heart? 
Come on Chargers, where's the 
drive, the love, the will to over­
come? This applies both to the 
offense and the defense. Just in 
the past five weeks the Charg­
ers have struggled to score 10 
points where as in the first three 
weeks they averaged 30 per 
game. 
What happened? Well, in my 
opinion the blame can be placed 
squarely on Norv Turner (offen­
sive coordinator). Where is the 
original play calling? The Su­
per Chargers have become the 
Super Predictable Chargers. I 
don't know about Turner, but in 
my opinion, the idea behind the 
offense should be that when the 
opposing team thinks you are 
going to throw it, run it and vice 
versa. 
Too many times I have wit­
nessed Doug Flutie running for 
his life from 5 or 6 very large 
men intent on seeing what the 
inside of his head looks like. It 
is in these situations that Flutie 
throws picks. And it is in these 
situations that I see the Charg­
ers of last year. 
The defense on the other 
hand, well, actually, I guess they 
would be on the same hand be­
cause they are doing just as 
poorly as the offense. Mike 
Riley had said that he was rather 
proud of the way his defense 
played for the first 48 minutes -
but Mike, when it counts the 
Chargers are nowhere to be 
found. 
Even the Chargers them­
selves admit to their lackadaisi­
cal play. I can understand a team 
letting its opponent drive 60 
yards in under a minute, but I 
cannot understand it happening 
four times. Where is the heart? 
Have some pride, make a stand, 
send some Charger fans home 
happy, just once... please! 
I believe that an unnamed 
player said it best, when asked 
where the team goes from here, 
he replied, "to hell, if we aren't 
careful." Though I am sure that 
this is a level that even the hap­
less Chargers could not fall to, 
sometimes I wonder just how 
much further they can go. 
Devon Forster season statistics 
Offensive Stats 
GP/MP Kill K/Gm I IA Pet. 
63 22- 242 3.84 96 583 .250 
A A/Gm SA SA/Gm SE 
19 .30 26 .41 20 
Defensive Stats 
G RE Dig Dig/Gm BS BA 
63 20 164 2.60 4 22 
Total B/Game BE BHE 
26 .41 3 2 
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Forster named WCC Frosh of the Year 
Devon Forster has an outstanding first year and receives WCC Freshman of the Year award 
By Nik Reed 
STAFF WRITER 
As the regular volleyball season has 
ended and the playoffs take off, the West 
Coast Conference announces its selec­
tion for the prestigious "Freshman of the 
Year" award. The competition is always 
brutal. This year was no exception. 
Santa Clara (which had the winner last 
year), Loyola Marymount and 
Pepperdine all had top freshman recruits 
who were nominated for the award. This 
year the award went to USD student 
Devon Forster, a freshman. The decision 
was made by a vote of the coaches from 
all nine teams in the conference. 
Forster was recruited by USD, 
Clemson, Florida State, Duke, Santa 
Clara and Wake Forest because of her 
impressive high school achievements. 
She led her Led Boulder High School 
team to the state championship in Colo­
rado, was state tournament MVP and 
Colorado State Player of the Year. 
College recruiters saw her at the na­
tional tournaments that she led her team 
to and began sending her letters. "It all 
happened so fast," Forster said. She ex­
plained that she had never played vol­
leyball before high school and was sur­
prised at how quickly she was success­
ful. 
Despite many tempting offers, she (to 
the excitement of Coach Petrie) decided 
that the academics and Southern Califor­
nia location of USD were right for her. 
"Everything about USD just felt right," 
she said. 
"She was an All American, a great 
recruit, a proven player," said Petrie 
when asked about her first impression of 
Forster. Petrie knew Forster would be 
good, but how good was ambiguous. 
"She surpassed all expectations," said 
Petrie. 
She also exceeded the expectations of 
the team, which was very excited for her 
when they learned that she would be re­
ceiving the award this year. To add to the 
team's excitement they learned that in 
addition to Forster, two other players 
from USD made Is' team all conference: 
Noel Frohman, a junior, and Lindsey 
Lampert, a senior. 
When asked about her reaction upon 
receiving the award Forster said that she 
was "surprised and shocked." In fact, she 
didn't even know the award existed. "My 
coach just came up to me and told me 
that I had won this award. I had no idea 
that there was any award to be won," she 
said. Forster s explanation lor her sue- j0p. Qevon forster digs up a shot during a recent practice, 
cess w§s, "I was just doing what I love Bottom: Forster holds up practice by posing for a picture, 
and giving it everything 1 had." 
DAN DURAN 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCORES 
• • v •' 
#30 VOLLEYBALL (22-9.10-4 WCC 1 WOMENS SWIMMING AND DIVING 
DEFEATED #24 UC SANTA BARBARA NEXT HOME MEETS: 
26-30, 26-30, 30-28, 30-27,15-10 JANUARY 5, 2002 USD INVITATIONAL 
DEVON FORSTER 22 KILLS AND .300 HITTING PERCENT AGE JANUARY 11, 2002 FRESNO STATE 
DEBRA R OBERTSON 18 KILLS JANURAY12, 2002 PEPPERDINE/LO YOLA MARYMOUNT 
LOSS TO #1 LONG BEA CH STATE 
30-28, 30-16, 30-13 
JOCELYNE ROY LED TORER OS WITH 10 KILLS AND 12 DIGS WOMENS BASKETBALL (2-3) 
DEFEATED UNIVERSITY OF THE P ACIFIC 64-63 
KERRI NAKAMOTO 23 POINTS 
MENS BASKETBALL (2-3) NEXT HOME GAMES: 
LOSS TO UNIVERSITY OF W ASHINGTON 98-94 DECEMBER 8 SAN JOSE ST ATE 2PM 
NEXT HOME GAMES: DECEMBER 9 BOISE STATE 1PM 
DECEMBER 8 BOISE STATE 7PM DECEMBER 19 SACRAMENTO ST ATE 7PM 
DECEMBER 11 UC IRVINE 7PM DECEMBER 28,30 USD TOURNAMENT 
DECEMBER 20 USC 7PM JANUARY 3 CENTENARY 7PM 
DECEMBER 22 SOUTHERN OREGON 7PM JANUARY 10 PORTLAND 7PM 
JANUARY 19 SANTA CLARA 7PM JANUARY 12 GONZAGA 7PM 
JANUARY 24 LOYOLA MARYM0UNT7PM JANUARY 16 SANTA CLARA 7PM 
JANUARY 26 PEPPERDINE 7PM 
SOFTBALL 
BASEBALL NEXT HOME GAME: 
NEXT HOME GAME: JANUARY 26 CS SAN BERNADINO 12PM 
JANUARY 20 CETYS 1PM 
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Raquets in swing as tennis team prepares for season 
By Nik Reed 
STAFF WRITER 
The men and women's tennis teams 
have been going for quite some time now 
at USD and things are looking good. The 
Toreros have just completed the fall sea­
son, where players compete individually 
at tournaments in preparation for the 
team season coming up in January. 
The men's team, led by head coach 
Tom Hagedorn, has been busy. They at­
tended the ITA All-American tournament 
in Atlanta, Georgia in which Richardo 
Rizo, a senior, performed very well, mak­
ing it into the fifth round of one of the 
hardest tournaments played. Rizo also 
went to the Regional Tournament 
quarterfinals last month. 
The team put up good results at a tour­
nament at Pepperdine and a couple of 
others including one the Toreros hosted. 
This year the team is led by four se­
niors: Rizo, Juan Cerda, Steven Taylor 
and Ted Burghardt. Jason Pongsrikol, a 
sophomore, has also stepped up this year 
and should contribute a lot to the team 
come Jan. 25, when the season officially 
starts at University of Southern Califor­
nia. The team also has potential to out­
perform expectations with the addition 
of three freshmen, a third of the total 
team members. 
Coach Hagedorn predicts good results 
for the season and has a lot of confidence 
in his team. "I make the schedule for the 
team. 1 have a lot of confidence in our 
team. 
That is why I decided to have such a 
strenuous road schedule this year," he 
said. The Toreros will be playing most 
of their matches on the road against some 
of the best teams in the country willingly 
giving up the home court advantage. 
They will, however, be at USD to play 
San Diego State, one of their biggest ri­
vals. 
Head coach Sherry Stephens and as­
sistant coach Chris Atzet coach the 
women's team. Veteran players Heather 
Polumbus and Paola Arrangoiz, seniors, 
led the team at tournaments they have 
been to this year. 
These tournaments include the World 
Tennis Tournament at the Barnes Center 
where Polumbus was seeded, the Omni 
Hotels Tournament, and two others at 
San Diego State. The team also includes 
Siri Fomgaard and Anne Seppi, juniors, 
and will be expanded by the addition of 
two new players: Katherine Heppell, a 
sophomore, and Tara Livesay, a fresh­
man. 
The team is so optimistic that their 
daily two hours of practice, plus running 
and weightlifting, and their burning de­
sire to win will take them to victory over 
their long time rivals San Diego State, 
Pepperdine and Loyola Marymount 
when the team season begins on Jan. 15. 
Atzet Says that he feels the team is in a 
good position to go to the NCAA 
Regionals and may break the top 50 if 




squads have been 





played in a few 
tournaments this 
fall. 
Good surf plagued by rain and cold 
By Tim Walsh 
STAFF WRITER 
The powerful storm that passed 
through northern California earlier this 
week left big surf for all northwest and 
west facing beaches. Waves that exceed 
head height have passed, and remaining 
surf is waist to chest high at most west 
facing beaches. 
Storm run-off left water advisories in 
effect at most San Diego beaches. Be­
ware that contact with all water areas 
near lagoons, river mouths and storm 
outlets should be avoided for 72 hours 
following rainfall. 
In particular local surfers should 
avoid Imperial Beach from the end of 
Sea Coast drive to the U.S.- Mexico 
border. 
Surf today and tomorrow will be 
nothing compared to the waves last 
weekend but wave size and shape should 
still be fair. Waves will be 3-5 feet with 
some rare sets in the head high range. 
Water temperature is a cold 58 de­
grees but the possibility of strong winds 
may make it feel much colder. Afternoon 
winds may turn the wave form from de­
cent to poor. By the weekend most winds 
should subside and wave form will im­
prove. 
Air temperature will range from the 
low sixties to the low fifties. Expect clear 
skies today and tomorrow, with cloudi­
ness increasing over the weekend as an­
other disturbance heads down the coast 
from the northwest. 
That system, developing near the 
Aleutians, may break apart and throw a 
variety of swells toward southern Cali­
fornia. Keep an eye on the current surf 
reports for changes. 
One should also keep an eye on pro­
fessional surfers who have master the 
art of understanding the ocean environ­
ment. 
Ons such surfer, Kelly Slater an­
nounced that he will return to the ranks 
of professional surfing to seek a sev­
enth world surfing title. Slater, 29, said 
he will return from a three-year hiatus 
to full-time competition. "I'd like to win 
another world title," Slater said at a 
press conference on Sunset Beach at the 
North Shore of Oahu in Hawaii. 
"3 plan on giving myself the next year 
to really get back into the feeling of com­
petition. I'd like to be involved in that 
level of surfing and be able to push it to 
give my two cents towards the Associa­
tion of Surfing Professionals and world 
surfing." 
Lisa Anderson, the four-time woman's 
world surfing champion, applied to the 
ASP for a full-time wild card return to 
the women's professional circuit. Ander­
son said she has made a full return to her 
surfing form after the birth of her sec­
ond child six months ago and is look­
ing forward to testing her skills 
against the current stock of female 
surfers on tour. 
The big surfing event this week is 
the Rip Curl Cup taking place at Sun­
set Beach. The contest runs until the 
Friday. Next weeks major event is the: 
X-Box Pipeline Masters at the dan 
gerous Banzai Pipeline break in 
Ehukai Beach Park on Oahu's North 
Shore. The Masters begins on Mon­
day and runs to Nov. 17. 
For more information on either 
event check the official web site at 
www.triplecrownofsurfing.com. For 
your updates surf forecast check 
w w w . s u r f s h o t . c o m o r  
www.wetsand.com. 
KYLA LACKIE 
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Continued from Aid, page 6 He added, "I am extremely 
grateful to the University for be­
ing so helpful. It is completely 
due to the generosity of the uni­
versity that I am able to be here." 
Freshman Uyen-Uyen Vo 
summed up the thoughts of many 
students who feel helpless about 
this situation: "If I lost my finan­
cial aid I'd be screwed." 
Dover thinks lack of knowl­
edge on the students' part can 
also be part of the problem. 
"Many students don't know that 
they use your tax bracket to con­
sider financial aid rather than sal­
ary, little things like that," he 
said. 
He also said that students need 
to be less accepting of things that 
happen and need to take a pro­
active stance about their indi­
vidual situations: 
"There needs to be less of a 
defeatist attitude among students. 
Questions need to be asked." 
Complete the Circle. Keep Recycling Working. 
Even with the availability of 
the financial aid office, some stu­
dents still feel that their questions 
are not answered and their situa­
tion is not improved. 
"I've been in and out of that 
office so many times," said Do­
ver. Edelhauser also commented 
that she felt she was given the 
run-around. 
"Who knows, maybe it's for a 
legitimate reason but I do think 
that there is a severe lack of com­
munication to recipients regard­
ing changes," said Dover. 
When informed of these indi­
vidual cases, some current fresh­
man expressed concern. "I hope 
they don't take my financial aid 
away next year because if they 
do I will be lacking the resources 
to fund my education," said first-
vear student Joel Jordan. 
Every time a company makes a product, they also use energy and natural resources. 
Every time you make a purchase, you could save some of that energy and those 
resources. 'Cause when you buy durable and reusable products, there's less to throw 
away. And less to replace. For a free shopping guide, please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE. 
B U Y  S M A R T .  W A S T E  L E S S .  S A V E  M O R E .  
www.environmentaldefense.org 
eNviRONMeNTAi oeFeNse 
finding the ways that work 
,\ed • Rec^e 
®^4b0jj . 
For a free brochure, please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE or visit 
www.environmentaldefense.org 
eNVIRONMeNTAL DeFeNse 
f i nd ing  t he  ways  t ha t  work  
Every time a company makes a product, they also make pollution. Every time you 
make a purchase, you could reduce some of that pollution. 'Cause when you buy 
durable and reusable products to use at home, there's less to throw away. And 
less to replace. For a free shopping guide, please call 1-80O2-RECYCLE. 
B U Y  S M A R T .  W A S T E  L E S S .  
www.environmentaldefense.org 
S A V E  M O R E ;  
eNVIRONMeNTAL oeFeNse 
finding the ways that work 
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Rlliant International Uniuersity • 
Chula Uista Elementary School District • 
Grossmont/Cuyamaca Community College 
District • National Uniuersity • Palomar College 
• Point Loma Nazarene Uniuersity • San Diego 
Community College District • San Diego County 
Office of Education • San Diego State Uniuersity • 
San Vsidro School District • Uniuersity of 
California, San Diego • Uniuersity of San Diego 
Call or Fax (619) 661-0499 ujuJui.LeadGrshipmiiance.org E-mail: DiuersityConf1@netscape.net 
CONFERENCE TOPICS: 
Safe Schools 
Student Gouemment & Leadership 
Changing Populations 
Teaching & Learning 
World Peace 













International Student Programs 
Cultural Differences 
The Vista Thursday, December 6, 2001 19 
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Brio lit ens rooms. 
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Bright ens futures. 
Give a Gift Tliat Bri^kt ens 
More Tkan Just a Room. 
Think about it. Most gifts are pretty unimaginative. A lamp turns on. It turns off. Pretty exciting stuff. 
And there are some gifts that no one knows what they're supposed to do. 
But give Savings Bonds, and you'll be giving the gift of future possibilities—from a down payment 
on a car to help with college tuition. With eight denominations to choose from, there's a size for every 
occasion. You can select the popular Series EE Bond or the inflation-protected I Bond. They're 
available through most banks, where you work, or automatically through the new Savings Bonds 
EasySaver Plan at www.easysaver.gov. 
Call 1-800-4US BOND for recorded rate 
information, or write to: Savings Bonds Pocket 
Guide, Parkersburg, WV26106-1328- Creating O SAVINGS 
of Saving?^. ^ 3. BONDS 
For complete information about U.S. Savings Bonds, 
visit our Web site at www.savingsbonds.gov. 
A public service of this newspaper 
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University of San Diego 
Get your Para/eg a/ 
Certificate at USD 
* ABA approved 
Day & evening classes 
available 
Law library on campus 
Employment assistance 
Internships (day) 
Loans for qualified 
students 
University of 6an Diego 
LSAT 
GMAT & GRE 
Preparation 
Courses 
* Experienced Faculty 
* Lecture Courses 
* In-Class Practice Exams 
*Free Refresher Classes 
for up to 1 Year 
X7 
For a FREE brochure call: 
(619) 260-4579 
vvww.sandiego.edu/paralegal/ 
Call Now! 
(619) 260-4579 
www.sandiego.edu/testprep/ 
